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Rescind Former Resolution
Which Had Not Mater.
ially Affected Rates

01ls,
am-

SHERIFF FOX GETS
QUIETUS ON WORK
In a call meeting last week, the
Calloway county Fiscal Court rescinded a previous resolulion it
had passed--a resolution which
had been conservative in placing
the tax burden within the scope
of the tax-paying citizens at 95
cents on each $100 of property
assessed for general school purposes ana 20 cents - per $100 on
property subject to school tax for
sinking purposes—and raised the
tax assessment to $1.10 for general school purposes on each $100
worth of property and to 30 cents
for sinking fund purposes.
The move was forced on theFiscal Court by the State Tax
Commission which set n blanket
raise on taxes in Calloway -cairnty amounting to a 10 per cent Increase on real estate and 20 per
cent on tangible personal property.
At the same time, the magistrates accepted the report of
Sheriff J. I. Fox and gave him a
quietus on his 1938 tax receipts.
Only $1,933.60 in delinquent taxes
were listed by Fox, and the court
extended him credit for that
amount,, solving him of all further responsibility in collecting
1438 taxes.
to- Frntakfort, Thursday, Sheriff Fox received his
quietus from the State auditing
department.
Tax rates on bank shares and
the per capitation assessment were
t changed by the court in the
new resolution.
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Wilbur Shaw Wins Classic Before
145,000 People as Roberts
is Killed

Chamber of Commerce to
Hear Noted Businessman Graves

PORTSMOUTH, N. H., June 1.
A brown-haired girl kept a ghostly
_ rendezvous Monday with the sailor
boy who was to have been her
bridegroom but who lay in death
an the ocean floor—a victim of
ivy. the submarine Squalus' f a t
plunge.
Not far from the point off the
Isle of Shoals which marks the
-temporary tomb of her sweetheart,
Sherman Shirley. of Little Rock,
Ark , and 25 other victims, pretty
Ruth Desautels, 20, stood in the
stern of the little lobster boat
DR. WILLIS B. BOYD
"Marjorie Ania and tossed a small
wreath on the waters of the Atand Mrs. R. M. Mason left
Dr.
•
lantic.
It was her own Memorial Day Saturday for Gulfport, Miss., to atservice for Shirley, for she could tend the graduation exercises at
not attend the public services at Gulf Park College where their
daughter, Miss Marilyn Mason, is
the Navy Yard Tuesday.
The wreath bobbed on the waves, a member of the senior class. They
as the girl, dry-eyed and silent, returned to Marray yesterday acbowed her head in private prayer. companied by Miss Mason who will
A stiff wind • rustled the ribbon spend the summer vacation with
on the floral piece which was her parents.
.pulled, as though by a magnet,
toward the scene of the disaster.
A sombre company watched with
her in the wind-swept craft. Close
behind her was her sister, Mrs.
Irene Sculley. San Pedro, Calif.,
herself a "Navy wife." who had
come to Dover last week to be
matron of honer at Ruth's wedTbe Murray State College Alumding on Saturday, but who stayed
to be a mourner at a "wake" cn ni Association held its annual banquet last night. More than 260
the high seas.
There were no dramatics, no were present, including this year's
who
were
seniors
tearful words. The little craft bob- graduating
bed a little as the swish of wind guests et honor.
lt the business session Adron
and the lapping of the waves provided the only -sounds of requiem. Doran: Lowes, was elected president
of the Alumni, succeeding
And then, the slim girl, resumed
her seat- in the stern as the "Mar- Robert Everett_Union City. Tenn.,
jorie _Ann' put about for her home and the Rev. Carroll Hubbard,
vice-presiMurray. was named
port.
Ruth looked out over the water dent, succeeding Claude Miller.
MurGeorge
Hart,
. as the boat chug-chugged slowly Murray. Mrs.
through a thickening fog. She was ray, was retained as secretarysilent as though she pondered again treasurer.
Clay Copeland. legal advisor for
these tragic events of Tuesday
when the submarine went down the. Unemployment ,Compensation
a
Commission, Frankfort ,and
and her sailor was trapped.
Just as the fishing boe4-14ent4eci graduate of 1932, led discussions
to her anchorage, Ruth saw the by the graduates in which Matt
of Benton
sleek submarine Sculpin, sister Sparkman, principal
craft of the Squalus, heading into high School: Mrs. W. Z. Carter,
civic
leader;
Adron
Doran,
Murray
port from the rescue scene.
principal Wingo high school; and
She watched it for a full minute
Roy McDonald. principal of Trigg
before -starting silently for her
:County High School, participated.
home at Dover.
President James H. Richmond
extended greetings on behalf of
the college .to the assembled alumni group, an organization which
he said numbered nearly 1,500.
Morris Carter, preaident of the
graduating seniors responded to a
welcome address given by Robert
Miss Annie Smith, daughter of A. Everett. president of the AlProf. and Mrs. E. H. Smith of l]
i group.
. Murray State College. has been
Dean J. W. Carr gave the invoelected secretary-treasurer of the
Music for the occasion was
cation,'
Nashville Association"'of French
furnished by the student string
,Teachers for 1939-40, it was learnquartet, and by Miss Margaret Holed ,here today.
High
land, of Trigg' County
Miss Smith, who holds a degree School.
from Murray State College and
A dance specialty featured Miss
Master's degree - from George PeaHolland and Miss Jean White,
body College for Teachers, is.in- both of Trigg County High at
structor of English and French Cadiz and both coached by Miss
College On
at Davial-Lipscomb
Vaginialee Thomson. 1938 graduate.
Nash Vil5e.

-

Miss Smith Named
To Lead French
Unit in, Nashville

For burley tobacco, allow at
least 200 square feet of bed for
each acre to be set. Many growers prefer twice this much. Only
about half as much bed is required for dark tobaceo, since less
than hail( as many plants per acre
set.
..are
.

Behind the Navy afloat stands
the Navy. ashore; .the navy yards,
naval bases, ammunition depots,
laboratories and experimental centers that maintain the ships at, sea.
and are responsible for maintenance, repair ant' new construction.

Counties.

elsewhere ale
$1.50 the
a year
State of Kentucky.
a year to any mattress
$2•(1(1 other
than above.
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Death Stalks. air Training School Dr. Hampton.Adams Addresses 156 Seniors
Races in Indiana
Has Class Day

INDIANAPOLIS, June 1—Leaving death, wreckage and blasted
hopes behind in his perilous ride,
Wilbur Shaw, veteran Indianapolis
driver, won the 500-mile automobile race over the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway Tuesday in a
dramatic finish.
Floyd Roberts, 39-year-cld driver
froni Van Nuys, Cal., lust his life
as Shaw, winner of the 1937 race,
rode to triumph.
A few minutes before the finish,
Roberts, critically injured in a
smash-up of three cars, died of
brain concussion in a hospital.
Two other drivers, Chet MiNer of
Detroit and Bob Swanson of Los
Angeles, were injured, but .not
seriously. TWQ women spectators
also were hurt..
Meyer Quits Near End •
Shaw" thrilling a crowd of 145,000, won- through the misfortune
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
JOHN YOUNG BROWN
of Flying Louis Meyer of Huntington Park, Calif., only three-time
allben W. Barkley in a letter to a Louisville businesaman last week
winner of the classic. Within the
declared he would support John Young Brown in his candidacy for last fifty miles of victory. Meyer
went into two dangerous sPiTS.
the Democratic nomination for Governor of Kentucky.
Barkley and Browns are shosi.n in the photographs above. The He lost the lead because of the
first one when he blew a fro
pictures were taken separately.
tire. He was desperately attempt:
ing to 'regain it when he spun
•
around the second time. In disgust, he pushed the car off the
track and quit with only seven
more miles to go.

To Address Local
Commerce Group

a year In Callaway
$
I 00
s'" Marshell, Graves, Beha
ry and Stewart

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Mum-ay, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon June 1 1939

of Calloway
Soldiers
Decorated
Membership Dinner Is PlanBy American Legiop
ned toJne
Tilie;Place
u

In Commencement Exercises at Murray

Mary Gresham is Valedictorian and Miss Thompson
Salutatorian

Miss

SPRING, AUGUST
EXERCISES HELD
TOGETHER HERE

Motorcycle That Brought Death
Once Carried Husband and Wife

The senior class of the Murray
naming School were hosts to
the fathers and mothers with a
Class day program which was held
Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock .in
the Training School library, and
to the Alumni Association,
O.Franklin Curd, president of this
r's senior class, introduced
al member of the class and
Graham the principal.
*Miss Ann Thompson gave the
lialutatorian address„ and
Miss
Mary Gresham was valedictorian,
d J. D. Hamilton gave a brief
-tory of the class. Rutherford
rgan gave the class propheaaa
ss Emma Sue Gibson gave the
will and
testament.
Mr.
sham presented the three medwhich are given each year to
outstanding, members of the
tor class: Miss Mary Gresham
sahalaashiPl G.- C. Miller, ethics. and Miss Emma Sue Giba for activities. Each of these
es will be engraved on the
que in the library for the class
1939.
!lowing the program, there
s a social hour at which the
mni were the honored guests.
business session of the alumni
owed at which time James
president,
erbey was eletted
ceecling Cletus Richardson.
anklin Curd. was elected vice=
alesident Miss Emma Sue Gibsecretary. ancl Miss Lena May
yd, treasurer.

School
Nineteen Training
Seniors Receive
Degrees
SPEAKER STRESSES
INTEGRITY, IDEALS

r to Manage
ounty Campaign
For Hecht Lackey

One hundred and fifty-six Murray College and Training School
seniors this morning heard Dr.
Hampton, Adams, pastor of the
Union Avenue Christian Church
in St. Louis deliver Murray State's
sixteenth annual commencement
address.
President James H. Richmond
awarded degrees to _pioe graduates who completed their courses
in FebitliarY and to 60 seniors whose
studies for their initial degree
were over this week. Nineteen
Training School seniors received
scrolls.
Participating in the exercises,
were 63 college seniors who will
be eligible to receive diplomas in
August or October of this year, and
five Training School students who
will likewise be eligible.
..___Degreas granted were- bachelor,
of sc:ence, bac:le:or of science in
home economics, bachelor of music
education, bachelor of arts.
Society should never lose sight
of the prime factor influencing its.
progress, Dr. Adams said, describing that factor as the individual's
"living to work."
Wisdom in council, faithfulness
to purpose, integrity and idealism
were qualities listed by the speaker
as of much value to -any person.
President Richmond introduced
the speaker as a man of resource
and imagination.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin, pastor
of the First Baptist church, gave
the invocation and the benediction.
The A Cappello choir, the men's
glee club, and the men's quartet
furnished music for the interpolative program. The processional and
the recessional were played by the
college band.
Graduating today with high distinction 'were Morris Adair, Russellville; Evelyn Ruth Gingles,
Murray, Charlotte Jordan, Lynn
Grove, and Martha Nelle Wells,
Murray. With distinction, was Ml3.4
Mary Elizabeth Cress, Mayfield,
and those with honorable mention
were David Booker, Kevil, John
Brinn, Murray, Robert Brown Clayton, Hazel, Herman Hogan, Lowes,
Robbie Nell Myers, Lynn Grove.
Dale Parker, Brandon; James Elliot Smeot. Dukedorn, Tenn; Mary
Alice Thompson, Paducah. and
Keith Whetstone, Robinson, Ill.
Training school honor graduates
were Mary Veda Gresham, Rutherford Morgan, and Anne Elizabeth
Thompson.
Those whose present grades indicate they may graduate with honors in August are: With high distinction. Miss Hurl Hubbard; with
distinction, Joe Beach, Seth Farley,
Margaret Elizabeth Marshall, Bernice Thomas Owen, and Dorothy
Shemwell Waggoner; with honorable mention, Orvas Leonard Burkeen, Herma Gray Gilliland, Prudie
Mathis, Charlie Irene McGehee,
and Dorothy Lou Norris.
Training School seniors who- expect to receive diplomas in August
are James Lee Boyd, Emma Sue
Gibson. Tassanilla Hopson, Conrad
/ijorison Jong.% and G. C. Miller.
This is the
gust commencement has been held
cooperatively with the June exercises.

Graves of Calloway county solDr. Willis Baxton Boyd, Nash- diers who died either on foreign
ville, noted busineag. analyst, edu- or civil battlefields were decorated
cator. author, lecturer, and orgae- Tuesday by members of the Murizer will address members of the ray post of the American Legions.
Murray Chamber of Commerce at
"Taps" was bugled on every Cal- 'Atter is Candidate for Lieutenant Governor of Kentucky
6:30 on the evening of June 9, loway cemetery in which a solIn Coming Primary *
It was announced Tuesday by T. T. dier sleeps..
a
Elkins, secretary.
Miniature Afherican flags were
Supplementing the report that
The dinner, arranged especially placed on individual graves. ,
civic'
Lackey, Paducah
faecht
to acquaint Chamber of Commerce
leader has filed as a candidate
members with their directors and
Kenof
lieutenant-governor
for
office personnel and the program
the announcement
tdcky .came
outlined for the year, is of especial
Litale did Jadie Lee Tyler dream when he left on his motorcycle
that L. D. Miller. son of Avery
significance, Elkins said, in that
Iler of Lynn Grove.., has been Sunday morning, May 21, with James Wesley Wilson that he would
It will eat as a tentative Measuring
inted as his campaign manNati-Eng graduated °Veit 1250 'stunot return to his blonde wife, Mrs. Goldon Tyler. wlio had atcompanstick for determining just how far
r in Calloway county.
the organization can travel the dents with degrees in'the 16 years
iller, a graduate of Murray ied him on many a pilgrimage on Jadie's "road king."
of its 16 years. of its existence, Ite College, has behind him a
first year.
Tyler•and Wilson were killed instantly in a collision that afternoon
Allgprit of no mean character. He
Odeices a Um. Chamber of cogt- ikauti, State Colhige wilk.open
between the motorcycle and a truck driven by L B. Beggless.a short
merce are now located on the main doors for summer enrollment Mon- was influential in the social /Ile
floor of the People's Bank build- day morning, „Tune 12, 1939, with at Murray State College, being distance north of Murray. Mrs. Tyler did not get word of the tragedy
one of the leaders in the Inter- until nearly dark.
ing. Office personnel is Elkin,
bright prospects for a substantial national Relations club which an-secretary, and Mrs. Price Lassiter,
In the picture at the top are shown Jadie and Goldon ready-to take
increase in enrollment.
nualiy is sponsor of a primary
undersecretary.
off on one of their frequent trips last summer. They had been married
Approximately 7,483 different stu- college event.
"Much work is yet to be done
As president ra the Young Men's seven years. The motorcycle is the one on which Tyler and Wilson
in Murray," Elkins said Tuesday in dents have been enrolled in MurCalloway were riding when the tragedy occurred. The machine was'not demolof
an interview. "We intend first to ray's history, which began in 1923 Democratic Club
courity, els ability for leadership
get out an industrial. survey."
with a "normal school" of two became obvious, and his .friends ished.
Already, he said, plans are un- years training. and which has deIn the lower picture, Tyler is shown in a typical pose several years
here maintain Mr. Lackey showed
derway to put on a larger and veloped into a standard Class A keen judgment in selecting him
ago on a different model machine. He had been driving motorcycles
more comprehensive fair this fall
4-year institution of higher learn- to manage his race locally.
for more than seven years.
than has ever'been held in Murray.
In
commenting upon
Mr.
Hugh Gingles, Kirksey, is chair- ing..
Lackey's candidacy, .Miller said:
All departments of the college "Although he is a young man.
man of the festival committee.
Gingles said a meeting in the will be in operation during the Mr: Lackey has been active in
interest of the fair was held at the entire summer session. Approxi- civic, social, and political affairs
county agent's office Tuesday night mately 200 courses will be 'offer- of Paducah for many years, and
at 7 o'clock.
ed. The session is divided into two has made substantial contributions
5 week terms. Classes will meet to each. He has dignified the several enterprises in which he has
six days a week and the periods engaged, and by his unassuming
will be lengthened from 50 minutes manner has won for himself many Parr and Lovett Speak at leave personalities out of it.
The Farm Bureau was first orto 55 in order to eliminate irregu- friends."
Banquet; Ward Is Slated
ganized in 1919, he said, and it
larities in 3-hour courses. Chapel
For Saturday
took it 15 years to gain national
will be held from 9:40 a. m. to
strength. After Reining national
lb:35 a. m. on Wednesday of each
the • fiast
recognition
The Calloway-County Farm Bu- strength
week.
reau membership drive got off to came in the creation of the farm
Calendar for Stammer Term
a flying start Saturday night at board under Hoover, then followJune 12, Monday, first term be7:30 when 21 members of the bu- ed the Triple A. early in Roosereau and a few guests sat -down velt's' administaition, then the .soil
gins.
W. D. Sykes, Jr., who was grad- to a dinner at the National Heitel conservatien program in 1935. and
June 17, Saturday. last day to
uated from Murray State College to formulate plans for the drive now the present agricultural conregister for credit
this morning with a degree of which officially opened Monday servation program.
The Vacation Bible School Of
'July
15,
Saturday,
first
summer
bachelor of science with certifi- and will close Saturday at 2
Asked what the farm bureau
the First Bantist Church will be
cation, has been named supervisor o'clock, at which time Heery had done for
the farmers, he
held June 19-30, church officials term closes,
July 17, Monday, second' term of elementary,schools in Stewart Ward. State representative from pointed out that the State farm
said today. The sessions will be
ea
_ ir.Rtriastsatej iii
from 8:30 to 11:00 each morning begins.
county, Tenn., it was announced McCratitert ssiPsta, wil.L.AptTic a
ducing the properay tax in 1935;
except Saturday and Sunday, they
July 22, Saturday, last day to here today. Sykes is a native of the Court House yard.
hat
Federal
Farm Loans. had been
said. There will be four depart- register for credit.
Stewart county.
Joe T. Lovett, membership drive
•
1
2 per cent to 3a2
ments in the school--Beginner,
Sykes majored in Geography- chairman made
an inspirational reduced from 5/
August
18,
Friday,
summer
sesPrimary, Junior and Intermediate
geology and social science. At Mur- talk on the need of the farm bu- per cent inteeest i-ate: and that
Sion
cleses.
-corresponding to the four de.
ray. he was a member of the In- reau and what it means to the the rural electrification program
The regtiTar *faculty of the college ternational' Relations Club. the farmers of this county, and was was o result of farm bureau activ-.
partments of the Sunday School
and including ages from 5 to 17. and Training School will be on Geography Club, and the Social followed by the Rev. W. 0. Parr. ity.
The church has invited every boy away, assuring students that the Science Forum.
He declared that all business
of Paducah, district organizer of
and girl in Murray to attend.the bureau, who outlined the cam- men in Murray should support the
work of each department and the
The school, they said. will profarm'
bureau by taking out nie)npaign plans in detail.
vide not only sound Bible instruc- facilities for operation and pracSeven membership drive teams berships as the increase in fstrrn
lice
teaching
will
be
standard.
environtion, but a true religious
Oda. McDaniel. manager of the
have been set up. three for each wealth naturally increases their
The regular student load is six
merit in which right attitudes.
Jackson Purchase Oil Company,
Those at- business.
magisterial district.
aPereeiations. and ideals will be semester hours per term or 12
Future Farmer chapters in the reported today the additions to
tending the meeting_ancluded Garimpressed upon the boys and hours for the entire session. The
land
Neale. Bureau
president. county can become affiliated with the bulk plant South Seconds Street
girls who attend. It will be held maximum load is 13 semester hours
Wells Purdom, W. A. Ray, Holmes the farm bureau by taking out j are about completed,
in a happy, friendly, sympathetic
-Tina,' assistant county agent of one membership for' each"' individ-' The company is adding four new
,for the entire session.
at mosphere.
The daily vacation Bible school McCracken county; Stark Erwin. ual chapter, it was said.
a storage tanks of 4,000 gallons ca"We are trying more and more."
at the Memorial Baptist church Hal McCuiston, W. E. Dick, R. A.
Many farmers ask what do I pacity each. When completed. these
a spokesman said. "to provide for
will begin Monday, June 5. and Walston, Graham Denham. Rupert get out of the farm bureau?-:Mr. tanks- will double their present
the pupils the best approximation
Walston, Ted Parr pointed out these 10 points. storage capacity, according to Mccontinue through Friday of that Hendon, Milton
possible to a real Christian enweek, the Rev. Carroll Hubbard, Howard, M. H. Hill. J. P. Paschall, The farm bureau is fighting for: Daniel. This increase in equipment
vironment, and to development
pastor of the church, reminded Harvey Dixon. Harley Walston, Parity prices for farm commodi- was necessary in order to take
in them favorable attifudes -toF. P. Jones, Orbie Culver, Will ties; fair interest rates on farm care of the expanding business
today.
ward the Bible, the church, and
Washer, P. B. Patterson, Eurie loans; electric light and power for of Jackson Purchase and give betHubbard
Class,
sessions,
Mr.
the nation, and to instill in them
Mrs.' Everett Ward 'Outland, said, will last two hours, from 9 Kuykendall. H. C. Vinson, Rev. W. farm homes 'at reasorrable rates; ter service to their clientele acthe highest ideals of 'Christian knosan widely prior to her marto 11 o'clock. An children and 0. Parr, Joe T. Lovett. and John Farm to market roads to get the cording to McDaniel.
living."
riage as Miss Alice Nunn, was re- young people in abe vicinity, re- S. Neal.
farmers out of the mud; Equal edAn added feature of the School ported this morning to be im- gardless of denomination, are eligIn his address Mr. Parr pointed ucational opportunities for farm
this year will be Harry Beckman proving slowly in thaMason hos- ible to attend. The church will out these salient facts to the Bu- beys and girls; Reduced taxes on
of Owensboro, an artist with chalk, pital following the birth of a child furnish transportation to persons reati members present: that fartn- property both in state and county
who will instruct with picture Monday.
ers are no longer delivery boys levies; 'Adequate appropriations for
unable to come otherwise.
r
ak
drawings.
Beckman will sT
Theathild was dead at birth. Mrs.
Officers and teachers of the delivering their products to mar- extension service and vocational
I Outland's condition was considered school are Mr. Hubbard, Mrs. ket but should organize for their agriculture: Free intra-state toll
each evening daring the Sc
Curtis Doran. Mayfiekl, will be
and also at the regular wors ip acute, but although it is still ser- Hubbard. Mrs. H. B. Thaler. Mrs. own protection ,for higher prices bridges; larefund of gasolape taxes in charge of a singing at the Coldservices of the church on June 25. ioue, hospital officials this morning W. P. Roberts, G. A. Murphey, for their produce. He pointed out on gasoline used in farm tractors watet Churchi of Christ Saturday
a said they were extremely hopetaa Mrs. Solon 'Darnell, Mrs. J. W. that labor, manufacturing, and ag- and stationary engines; and a night at 7:45, church officials said
Shelton, Mrs.- Claude Miller, Mrs. riculture formed a three legged wholesome rare' community life here this morning. '
The Navy began making surveys
Doran will be accompanied by
off Cape Cod in 1837. The HydroThe tune "Taps",. known to all, Pearl Phalips, Mrs. Neel Melugin, stgol, and if agriculture did not sponsared by neighborhood farm
organize to support it's leg, it bureaus.
several other singers from Maygraphic Office was established so was composed by General Butter- Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Miss
Mildred
Williams, Miss Alpha would unbalance the stool and, the
The goal for Calloway county is field. All other singers have invithat the enited States, through the field. USA., in July, 1862, while MeGough, and
farm people would suffer, as labor 150 members, and it is hoped that tations to attend.
others.Navy, could supply charts, sailing the Union Army was in camp at
and manufacturing are already it will be reached by Saturday oa
Harrison's Lending, Virginia. His
dirsetions. navigation Manuals and reason for
this week. Garland Neale, air.
The practice of using' Bordeaux, strongly organized.
the new tune was that
other navigation data to the -ships' he" did not consider the old "Ea- mixture to prevent wildfire in toHe suggested that the _local be- .dent of the local bureau has ask- house Saturday afternoon. June 3.
of our Navy and to the Merchant anguish Lights" suggestive of .reat bacco plant beds was widely ac- reau set up it's projects, make ed that dl ,farmers be sure and at which time Henry Ward of the
Marine
its plans, carry• them out and attend the meeting at the court Paducah Sun-Democrat will speak.
cepted in Todd county.
aiad sleep.
a

MSTC Summer Term
Opens June 12

Farm Bureau Campaign For
Membership To End June 3

Alumni-Senior Banquet
at M. S. C. Well Attended
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Keeps Rendezvous
With Youth Who
Died on Squalus
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THE LE I GER & TIMES

MAGISTRATES ANTE Barkley Will Support Brown
TAX RATES TO MEET
49.STATE REGULATION
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Sykes to Direct
Student Studies in
Stewart • County,

Ffrst Baptists to
Hold Bible School

Neini:

Additions to Plant
of Jackson Purchase
Nearing Completion

Bible School at
Memorial Church
To Begin Monday

Mrs. Outland Is
Improving Declare,
Hospital Officials

Doran to Direct
Coldwater Songs
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TIMES,'MURRAY, KENTUCKY,THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 1, 1939

reproduce some of the
beauty
various timbers soon disappeared lawyer of Murray. has shied his
which they haveafound. and to
when theeerailroad canto. Much caster- into the ring- and we/ seek
Some
Early
Histon
create new 'beauty- of their own
'Umber was shipped awey. Before one of the Democratic nominat o be shared with others. Through
By
that ilme most finishing lumber tions for A district office in the
;heir progressive discoveries the
was brought from Paducah. When August prirtmfy, and he will fend
JOUR WRIGHT HOLSAPPLI
children should .1tmain to see
I built ma first home in Marshall a warm spot in the hearts of
The First Christian Church. every ,..ehtid to understand some how obedience tc‘, or cooperation
PORTSMOUTH, N. 11., June 1county' I hauled the finishing most Christian county Democrats his face) in the reit of reminding
Under the 'leader-ship of its minis- of the ways 'in which' God works with the natural laws leads to
lumber from Pad uce h.
when he conies around seeking Ili of those old sail boats called The Navy paid faibute Tuesday
The
name
of
the
first
post
office
confitee A. V. Havens, will conduct in the world so that his
life ahd health and growth., while
As indicated in a former article votes. There 'was a time when windjemmers, but apologize to to the twenty-six dead men aboard
the sec o nd annual Vacation dence in God may be built otr an defying or ignoring them leads to at New Concord, Calloway count> we got 'most of our shingles from Christian county had 4.000 or him-publicly-for the
mistake. the sunken submarine Squalus as
Church School. beginning Mon- in!elligent foundation, not on false stifferiug . and death, The course was HUMILITY. 11 was so called the syprees - swamps of the Ten- 5,0016Republican voters enfranchis- For boy, hesan really catch them. diyers launched new salvage plans
day morning at 11:30. it has been assuraptions concerning God's also seeks to snow man's part in because there was another Con- !lessee river bottom. When my ed over night and a new genera- To him,. we were-tenderfeet • e • forced en technicians by frigid,
announced
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Buist Scott Host At
Picnic Supper
Buist Scott entertained a group
friends last' Thursday evening
a picnic supper in the garal at the home of his parents,
r..and Mrs. G. B. Scott. A delightful menu was served
and
. games were enjoyed.
Those present were Hilda Farley, Isabel Cain, Charlyn Hartsfield, Claire Fenton, Betty Charn- berg, Helen Kee, Jane Orr, Mary
Edith Lax, Mary Frances McElrath, Barbara Diuguid, Junior
Davis, Ned Brooks, Joe Parr. Tom
Fenton, Jack Hamrick, M. D.
Thompson, L. Jr. Parr, Joe Pat
Ward, Burl Cunningham, Gene
Brewer, Richard Mason and the
host.
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Club Meets With Mrs: Kirk
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was hostess
-.Saturday afternoon at her home
to the Sunshine Friend bridge
club.
Guests included members
and Mrs. Will H. Whitnell and
Mrs. Gingles Wallis. Mrs. Whitnell received the prize for high
scare.
•
The hostess served a dainty dessert plate at the conclusion of
the game.
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Mrs. Corn Entertains Club
Mrs. Herschel Corn was at home
Friday afternoon to members of
her bridge club and two additional guests, Mrs. Marvin Fulton and
Mrs. Andrew Hayes.
Prizes were won by Mrs. 0. L.
Boren and Mrs. Hayes.
A salad plate Was served by the
hostess.
•
•••• •
Woman's Club Postpones
Business Meeting
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The business meeting of the
Murray .Weinan's Club which - was
originally scheduled for Thursday, June 8, has been postponed
until a later date due to the absence from town of many members during the school vacation.
The date andplace of the Meet:
ing will be announced later.
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And Mrs. Well Leave
'Mr. -And
For Washington

hull
learnerne the
_hots the
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Mr. and Mrs. Ira Weil left Monday morning for Washington, D.
C.. ,after spending ten days as the
guests -of Mrs. W. S. Swann. They
were ,delightfully entertained during their stay in Murray.
On Thursday evening of last
eek Mrs George Gatlin was
stess at a dinner party at her
ome in honor of Mr. and Mrs
Well. Guests included the bonerees and Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mr.
Swann, Miss Eleaend Mrs. W.
nor Gatlin, Seiburn White and
the hostess.
On Friday evening Dr. and Mrs.
A. M. Wolfson had dinner guests
when covers were7,-laid for Mr.
and Mrs. Well, Mrs. W. S. Swann.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Wolfson of New
York City and the hosts. Mr. and Mrs. Well were "hosts
Sunday evening at a farewell dinner party at, the National Hotel.

J.

Included in the hospitality were
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott, Dr. and
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Wolfson, J. R. Oury, Mrs. Raymond Pearson of Jacksonville,
Fla., Mrs. Paul Willis of Atlanta,
Mrs. Ralph Stanfield of Los Angeles, Mrs. James H. Richmond,
Mrs W. S. Swann, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Swann.
• ••••
President And Mrs. Richmond
Fete Graduates
President and Mrs. James H.
Richmond were hosts Tuesday
night- to the seniors of Murray
State College in a reception at
beautiful Oakhurst, their campus
residence, in the first of a series
of parties and outings honoring
the graduates.
In the receiving line were Dr.
and Mrs. Richmond, Dr. and Mrs.
J. W. Carr, Prof. and Mrs. W. M.
Caudill, Prof. and Mrs. Walter
Blackburn, Prcf. and.Mrs- A. _P.
Yancey, Senator and Mrs. T. 0.
Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Tom H.
Stokes, and the Murray dean of
women, Miss Jane Haselden.
Morris Carter, president of the
senior class, presided over a short
program, featured by remarks by
President Richmond who declared
he'd rather see the graduates depart from Murray State College
with tears than with shouts of
.,
joy.
flowers
summer
of
Baskets
adorned the spacious guest halls
were
Refreshments
.
at Oakhurst.
cakes and mints.
Magazine Club Meets Thursday
' Miss Lula Holland was hostess
Thursday- afternoon at her home
for the regular meeting of the
Magazine Club. Summer flowers
were
with roses predominating
used in profusion throughout the
MOMS.

The subject for the program was
"'Current Life Through Current
Books." The theme was deVeloped . in a most interesting and
educational manner by. Mrs. G. T.
Hicks, Mrs. R. A. Johnston and
Mrs. Ben B. Keys whose respective phases of the subject were as
follows: la) "Man Exploits His
Mind"; (b) "Civilization Goes to
Town"; and (c) "The La*Oh
Looks at Modern Science"
A social hour was enjoyed during which the hostess served a
dainty ice course to members and
the following visitors: Mrs. Elbert Lassiter, Mrs. Lola Jones,
Mrs. Prentice Holland, and Mrs.
Ed Filbeck.
•• •• •
Alp)ia Department
Current Season

closes

The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club closed the
current season with the May meetafternoon at the
ing Saturday
home of Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr.
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Mrs. Joe
T. Lovett, Miss Marelle Johnson
and Mrs. H. I. Sledd assisted in
the hostess duties. Summer flowers in a variety of colors decorated the rooms.
After a business session presided over by Mrs. C. S. Lowry the

-

program on "Best Sellers in Fiction" was Interestingly presented
by Mrs. Price Doyle and Mrs. A.
B. Austin.
A salad course was served during the social hour.
Guests, in Addition to members,
were Mrs. Raymond Pearson of
Jacksonville. Flu, Mrs. Paul Willis of Atlanta, Mrs. Ralph Stanfield
of Los Angeles and Miss Mary
Williams of Frankfort.

nice and useful gifts.
The guest list Include-a-7ga
Fronnie Watts, Detroit, Mich.. Mrs.
Utra Dunn, Mts. Flossie Byerly,
The following patients were adMM. Ira W'rye. Miss Pauline Dunn
The Martin and the Coy feud rebellious.
of Detroit, Miss Audrie Mae Cole- mitted to the clinic hospital this
The Coys were one up on the
man, Mrs. Etta Dick, Mrs. Fan- week:
came to Murry this week and
Hrs. J. S. Wheeler, Farmington:
nie Ella McCuiston and son, Mrs.
as Martins last week, but sinee that
weeks
more
five
for
last
will
Casnrnie Lovins, Mrs. Helen Arm- Miss Harriett Wooldridge, Murray;
strong. Mrs. Finis Thompson, Mrs. Miss Katheryn Dunnaway, Lynn the members of the Young Busi- was the first duel, Sureshoj RusEllis Dick, Mts. Mary Rowlett, Grove; Mrs. Carl Sldridge. Mur- ness Men's club lined up on two sell will be cocked and primed
Mrs. W nnie Kline. Mrs. Rosie ray, route 1; Mrs. James Henson. different sides in a 6 weeks' at- for next Monday night's repast, to
Cook, Miss Lucile Rowlett. Miss Dexter; Artie T. Tulips Route 2;
be held at the National Hotel.
Lucy Rowlett, Mrs. Mihnie Mc- Mrs. Jim Thompson. Hazel route tendance contest.
If the otartins.IDin. they will be
Cuiston. Mrs. Flossie Coleman,-Mrs. 3; Miss Mary Elizabeth McDougal,
Boody Russell, chief trigger' man
Ethel Coleman, Mrs. Pearl Byer- Route 5: small son of 'Mr. and of the Martins, assured his co- guests of the Coys at a love feast
MurCurtis
near
Mrs.
Copeland,
ly, Mrs L. C.. Byerly,
to be held during July at the end
horts that after thiS week his of the feud. including the women
Those sending gifts were Mrs. ray; L. B. Boggess. Murray; Cleaslingshots would make mince meat folks. *So, it has been rumirred
E.
F.
McClain,
Mrs.
tus
Murray:
Iva Dunn. Miss Bobbie McCuisCuys, under the general- that all -the young bucks in both."
ton, Mrs. Fay Fielder. Mrs. Marine Eulenfeld. Atlanta Beach. Fla.: of the
(Jelly) Wal- camps better attend each Monday
Kline, Mrs. Oleta Baucum, Mrs. Mrs. Bryant Jones, Model, Tenn; ship of one Gingles
(coli,
Murray; Mas- lis. Wallis is threatening to use a night during the next five weeks
Odell Smith, Mrs. Frankie Wyatt, Frank Dumas
Mrs. -Mollie Lax, Mrs. Eva Lax, ter Damon Gray. Route 2; Robert little chemical ammunition after if they don't want to empty their
Mrs. Irene Hicks, Mrs. Opal Cole- Ford, Murray; Mrs. Tellus Tripp, next week- if the Martins get4stoo polishes to treat the other side.
man, Mrs. Lily Dick, Miss Myrtis Murray; Truman Bell Murray;
William Military. Murray; Mrs. AlMcClure, Mrs. Ada Smith, M.
Ines Finney. Mrs. Betty Finney. bert Atkins, Puryesurs Terms, Mrs.
Mrs. M. B. Mitchell. Mrs. Raymond Hugh L.-Houston, Murray: small
Lucian RidFielder, Mrs. Maude Fielder Mrs. son -of Mr. and Mrs.
Estelle Cunningham. Mrs. Verna ings, near Murray; Art Tatum,
Route 2.
Coleman. Mrs. Ellen Gregory, Mrs.
The /showing were dismissed:
Ruthie Gregory, Mrs. Dave Alton,
Willis, Buchanan.
Mrs. Bert
Mrs. Selna McCuiston, Mrs. Edna
Tenn.: Max . McClure. Murray;
Lax, Mrs. Berths Turner.
Daytona Beach,
Warnock,
'John
Refreshments consisting of fruit
near Mursalad and cake, lemonade and ice Fla.:- Mrs. Jess Sexton,
ray; Harold Lents, Murray: Miss
tea were served.
Katheryn Dunnavray, Lynn Grove;
L. B. Boggess, Murray; Miss Mary
Elizabeth McDougal, Roue- 5; Mrs.
Miss Ward Is Host to Sunday
A. T. Tatum, Route 2; Master
School Class
Daman Gray, Ronte 2; Art Tatum,
The Ann Haseldine gloss of the Route 2.
Memorial Baptist church enjoyed
a dinner 'party at the home of
Miss Marelle Ward on South Tenth
street Friday night. Fourteen were
present
Dinner was served on card tables
in the living rooms. Dainty corWith its sponsor, Prof. George'
sages decorated the covers near Hurley,. present, the Faxon chapeach plate.
ter Of *the Future Farmers of
Acting as toastmaster in the ab- America held its first regular meetSence of Mary Tarry, who was ill, ing -this week since the close of
Mrs...W.. P. Roberts introduced he school.
Rev. Carroll Hubbard. who spoke
The club selected Thursday. July
Featuring a Beautiful briefly. Miss Jane Roberts gave 20, as the date on which it will
.
an interpretative reading.
— Group of
take its annual picnic and outing
The room was decorated with at Metropolis Lake.
spring flowers. After dinner, the
It completed plans for an ice
group played hearts,
cream supper to be held at Faxon
SUMMER SHEERS
high school Saturday night, June
17. Thehext regular meeting of
MTS. Maupin is Honored With - the chapter will be held the afterHousehold Shower
noon of June 17 just prior to the
You'll buy several at the.
Mrs. J. C. Maupin was honored ice cream supper.
price mark on these dresswith a household shower May 27
es which have just arrived
at the home of Mrs. Jesse G. Maup-

Shotgun!
Clinic Hospital Notes Hey, Pop! Whar's My
The Martini and Coys Are in Town!
•

Social Calendar
Thursday, June I
Miss Lillian Watters and Mrs.
W. H. Fox will present their piano
and violin pupils in recital at 7:20
p. m. at the little chapel on the
college campus.

Friday, June 2
The Weal-Helm S. S. Class of
First
the
Christian Church will
Mrs. Adams is Shower Hostess
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the home of
Mrs. Charlie Adams was hostess Mrs. B. G." Humphries,
to a going away shower for Mrs.
Monday. June 5
H. E. Stephens, at the home of
The Mettle Bell Hayes Circle
Mrs. Stephens Friday afternoon.
will meet at 7:30 o'clock at the
Many nice and useful gifts were home of Mrs. Walter Boone inreceived by the honoree. After the stead of the second Monday due
gifts were unwrapped Mrs. Adams to a conflict with revival services.
served dainty refreshments to the Members please note change in
following guests:
date.
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt, Mrs. Carrie
Tuesday. June 6
Story, Mrs. Martha Dunn, Mrs.
The Service Circls of the First
Lula Mills. Mn. Jernima Wilson,
Mrs. Dolly Adams, Mrs. Hattie Lee Christian Church will meet at
Hargrove, Mrs. Clara Paschall, 2:36 p. in. at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Elena McReynolds, Mrs. Val- Harry Broach.
ues Paschall, Mrs. Lula Humphreys,
Mrs. Gertie Atkins, Mrs. Alma
•
Stokes, Mrs. RhodS Morris, Mrs. and music departments. who are
Martha Ann Stephens, Mrs. ,Lo- substantially above the average are
retie Stokes, Mrs. Edna McRey- granted special scholarships for six
nolds, Miss Grace Wilson, Mrs. weeks during the summer term.
Flora Stark, and Miss Betty Jane Miss Helen has made.an enviable
record as a violin student and has
Adams
Those sending gifts were: Mrs. received this special offer.
Paul Garguss Mrs. Rob Gargus,
Miss Eleanor Hire, who has
Mrs. Ruth Farmer, C. E. Penny, studied piano under Miss Lillian
Josetta Morris,- Mrs: Omega Gar- Watters for several years, received
'Maurita Morris. Laverne Gar- a superior rating in the recent
gus, Dorothy Fay Hargrove, Ann state contests held at Lexington,
Stokes, Latricia Stokes, Dan Stokes, Ky., and the offer made to her
Jackie Stephens and the honoree.
sister by Stephens College has been
•
• ••••
extended to include her. She, with
her parents, will leave Friday for
Stephenson-Outland Wedding
Columbia to jciln Miss Helen for
Is Announced
the six weeks' study. Ur. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Stephenson Hire will return to Murray Monof Almo announce the marriage of day.
their daughter, Margaret, to
`Rupert H. Outland, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Burnette Outland of Stork Shower Honors Mrs.
Joe Young
Murray, route 2. The wedding
was quietly solemnized at CamFriends
honored Mrs. Joe Young
den, Tenn.. October 22. 1938.
Wednesday
The young people are mak- with a stork shower
afternoon, May 24, at her home.Deing their home with the' groom's
lightful refreshments were' served.
parents at present.
The honoree received many attractive gifts.
Cathcart-McNutt Wedding
Present or sending gilii Were
Solemnized
Mrs. Jewel Lawson and .daughters,
and Janet, Mrs. Ornie Young,
Joan
Miss Lucille .Cathcart, daughter
Mrs. Tom
of Mr. and Mrs. John Cathcart was Mrs. Rena Dougherty,
Wyatt and little son, -Billie, Mrs.
united in marriage to Troy McMOP' ByNutt, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Alice Byars. Miss Wanda
ars, Mrs. Vera Warner, Miss Adone
McNutt, May 26 at 7 o'clock. The
single ring ceremony was per- Warner, Miss Ann Warner. Mrs.
Keith Byars.
formed in the First Baptist church Gertie Byars. Miss
Mrs. Reba
of Paris, .Tenn., by the Rev. Percy Miss Clara Louise Byars,
son, James
Ray, pastor of the First Baptist Alexander and little
Miss
Byars,
Ann
Ruth
Mt&
Ray
church of Myrtle, Miss.
Their only attendants were Mr. Ruy 'Prie
Young. Mrs. Lela Usrey, Mrs.
and Mrs. A. C. Long.
Jewel Dotson. Mrs. David Hender• • • • •
son. Mrs. Ray,- Crass, and Mrs.
Mu, Beale Entertains Club
Gertie Crass.
The Friday afternoon bridge
club met last week with Mrs. E. J. Faculty Gives Senior Breakfast
Beale with members and one visitor, Mrs. Nat Ryan, present.
Following their annual custom
The prize for high score was the faculty of MUrray State Colawarded Mrs. Wells Purdom and lege entertained the senior class
Mrs. Joe Lovett received the con- with a breakfast Saturday mornsolation prize.
ing at Wells Hall. The tables
A dessert course was served -at held bodquets of red roses as centhe conclusion of the game. _
terpieces and pitiee cards were
• • • • •
the shield of Murray College.
Misses Helen and Eleanor Hire
A program of entertainment preTo Study at Stephens College
sented by members of the senior
For Six Weeks
class, consisted of imperspnations
of various faculty members. Prof.
Misses Helen and Eleanor Hire, Walter Blackburn and Prof. Fred
daughters of Dr. and Mrs. Charlies Shultz, senior sponsors, directed
Hire, will spend six weeks in study the program.
at Stephens College, Columbia,
Covers were laid for about one
Mo., this summer. Miss Helen Hire hundred and twenty guests inthe
Stephens
at
student
a
been
has
cluding members of the saisior
past winter. As is the custom at class, the faculty and their wives.
• • • • •
Stephens, students in the art. drama,
B And PW Holds Meeting
• • • • •

•

1

Faxon FFA Group
Sets Up Schedule

Figure-Flattering NEW Styles for Daytime, Travel and.Dressy Wear!

Those attending the shower were:
Mrs. Fred Burton; Mrs. .A. G.
Hughes. Mrs. John • Tom Miller,
Mrs. Will Starks, Mrs. Jesse Maupin, Mrs. Jerrimie Curd, Miss Lorene
-Burton. Mrs. Toy McCuiston, Mrs.
J. A. McCurd. Mrs. J. C. Maupin,
Misses Helen and Birdie Maupin,
and Miss Minnie Joe McCord,
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Boyce Norman, Mrs. Annie Wear,
Hiss Eliza Curd and Mrs. Keys
Blakely.
Refreshments were served after
the 'gifts were opened.
Mali* the last century 75,720
human lives were lost in Marine
disasters. Since 1833 there have
been 437 major sea disasters taking a total of 75.720 lives, whin is
an average of more than 2 lives a
day

Not . Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

elly Don
sit

TO GO,
Where You Go

meeting
The regular supper
which marked the close of the curclub
PW
and
B
the
of
rent year
was held Thursday evening in the
club room with Mrs. Eula Mae
Doherty. Mrs. Ethel Bowden, Mrs.
T. C. Dotan and Mrs. Vera Rogers ,
as hostesses.
The guest speaker for the evening was Miss Alice Waters who
brought an intersting discussion. on
the outstanding women of China
and their activities in .behalf of
Human interest
their country.
stories added to the pleasure of
her listeners.
The following officers for the
ensuing year were installed: Mrs.
Pearl Miller, president; Mrs. Eula
Mae Doherty, first vice-president;
Doran. 2nd viceMrs. Laurine
president; Miss Erie Keys, recording secretary and treasurer; and
Miss Katie 'Marta corresponding
secretary.
Guests, in addition to the twenpresent, were
ty-four members
'Mrs. Nell Miller. Mrs Mary E.
Jones. Mrs. Vickie Martin, Mrs.
Dallas Outland and Mrs. Minnie
Doran.
-Bridge Club Moots With
Mrs. Purdom

TO DO

Mrs. Wells Purdom was-hostess
Thursday morning to her bridge
club and several additional guests
including Mrs. E. B. Howton, Mrs.
Hal Houston, Mrs. 0. L. Boren,
Mrs. B. 0. Langston, and Mrs.
Roy' Stewart.
High score prizes were pi exalted
and
Mrs. James H. Richmond
Mrs. John
Mrs. Hal Houston.
Miller was presented a lovely gift
from the club.

What You Do

Mrs. Ryan Is Club Hostess
The Wednesday afternoon bridge
club met yesterday with Mrs. Nat
Ryan at her home on Poplar
Street. Mrs. A. F. Yancey was
asearded the prize for high score
The hostess served a salad plate
to members and the following
visitors: Mrs. Marvin Whitnell and
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield.
••• ••
Shower Honors Mrs. Ethel
Coleman

From

GLADYS SCOTT'S

A surprise shower- 'was'-stiven
Saturday
Coleman
Mrs. Ethel
afternoon, May 27, at the hOrne
of Mrs. Coliman's mother, Mrs.
L. C. Byerly, near New Concord The honoree received many

East Side Court Square-

at the beginning of the
hot weather season.

All the stylei and materials you could wish for to
choose from.

It pays to read our Classifieds

Included in this sale you
will tincl.a large number
of our nationally famous
Carole Kings,

•
FIRM CO,

FARMER HART

Prescriptids
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

ARK'

e

Choose A New

Pretty.
Summer Dresses

ECIAL
Bed Spread Sale
50 Fine Two-Tone Candle Wick Bed Spreads On
Sale Friday and Saturday

These Spreads a r e
large, 86x108, in 8 different color combinations and would be
cheap at $2:00. Only
50 to sell at

49

ALL OVER LACE

JUST ARRIVED

SILK HOSE

We have just received a new
shipment of All Over Lace in 5
of the best shades. We have put
a special price of- yd.

Mio received this week a shipment of Frilling, Beading, Banding, Velvet Ribbons, Grograin
Ribbon, Laces, and "lrammings
of all kinds. Ladies' Linen Handkerchiefs at

We are featuring a special in all
Silk Chiffon Hose Friday and
Saturday at 59c. These are fine
Sheer Hose, tie mend or seconds.
A good 79c value. All new light
shades for

$1.00

25c 839c

59c

W. E. SPARKS CO.
Successors to Fiyans Since 1880

North Side Court Squaket
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United Methodists Constitute
Largest Protestant Church Body

HAZEL NEWS

Bring
Out The
Scissors!

Xstsitts,

Mr. And Mrs. J. K. Patterson
Celebes., and Anniversary

America's newest and largeet
Mr. and Mra J. E. Patterson, of
Protestant body, the
this --plain- celebrated their 52nd
church, concluded its first Offietal
last
Most everyone from this com- iumiveraary of their marriage
gathering last week in Kansas City. munity attended the big singing week. Mr. Patterson is 75 years
No longer does there exist a Meth- at Benton Sunday.
of age and his wife is just a few
odist Episcopal church. a Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Byars were years younger.
Mrs. Patterson have
Mr. and
Epiacdpal Church, South. or a Meth- week-end guests with the - latseven children living, four girls.
odist Protestant Church. Where ter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. HayMrs. -Galen Branden. Paris, Mrs.
stood but recently three great IOW Wells.
Mrs. Leon
Mr. and Mrs. L. Creek visited Jimmie Paschall, Hazel
branches of Protestantism there Mrs. Creek's father. Will Daugh- Hendricks - -and Mrs. Bill Jones,
now stands one all-inclusive Meth- erty, and his family. Friday.
Hanel: three boys. John. of Paris.
of
odist Church, representing
Willis Short lost a nice hog a and Ben and Jess Patterson
One daughter. Mrs. Lon
greatest reunion ever accomplished few days ago. He also had a nice Hazel
years
three
broken. Underwood died about
in the nineteen centuries of Chri- heifer to get her shoulder
grandWe've had, a fine tobacco season. ago. They have 11 living'
•'
tran history.
through setting children and two great grand chilgot
Cyeryone
Most
For more than seventy years Obaceo last Saturday.
dren.
Mr. Patterson. entered the railMethodist unity _has been, hoped
Clendcin Byars is suffering -.with
for, prayed for, and even attempted scalded feet. He is being treated road service in 1894 werking for
the M. Q 0. in track service. He
on several occasions. But not until by physicians in Benton.
N. C. & St. L. as section
served
Daugherty
Will
Mrs.
and
ratMr.
was
union
of
plan
the preseot
Mrs, Hat- foreman at Hazel for almost 40
daughter.
their
visited
beginbodies,
ified by all - three
tie Utley. and family at Lone Oak years. He was recently retired
ning in 1935, was success assured. Sunday.
under the company's pension _ sys,
The bulk of the detail work of
Mr. and Mrs. Clendon Byers tem.
Their many friends in Hazel and
the Uniting-tIonference had been spent Sunday night with Joe
along the railroad wish them many
done by Sint committees from Young and family.
COMM Alexander has been ill more years of happiness.
tile three comMunions, except in
week with his. side
a few instances where no recoin- ter. the past
and stomach.
mendations were made In these
Hardin Byars has been suffering'
Baptist Society Meets
cases the committees merely pass- from ten poison since last Friday.
ed 'on to the conference the varThe Woman's Missionary SoFarmers .around here are busy.
Some are about to get through ciety of the Hazel Baptist church
ious conflicting proposals.
met Teiesday afternoon at the
planting _corn.--Brown Eyes.
WITH COUPON
•'
Contrevery Lacking
church and held its Bible study.
"Must
94c
The opening hymn was
Faced with these pitfalls the conJesus. Bear the Cross Alone",
ference was singularly tree from
the
conducted
Neely
I
H.
Mrs.
net. • 111.',
,
damaging controversy. As a case
Mr. - and Mrs. .0:Dynan Paschall devotional: Mrs. W. B. Aftlstesd
in. point much interest had been were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. had charge of the Bible study;
aroused concerning the action to and Mrs. Glynn Orr.
,
and Mrs. Vaughn led in prayer.
be taken in deciding the fate of the
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and
There were eleven membess and
36-IN. HIGH GRADE
publication interests of the three daughter and Mr and Mrs. Jack two children present.
Mill
at
church
attended
.A short business meeting w/s MP.
churches. For a week that com- Key
and were dinner
Hawley conmittee had engaged in -spirited de- Creek --Sunday and"' Mrs. Herry held after which Mrs.
guests cf Mr.
cluded the meeting with prayer.
church
new
the,
bate over whether
Hooper.
should have one paper or six jurisMr. and Mrs. Orval Jenkins,
WITH COUPON
dictional journals. When the issue Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins and
Turnbew
Mrs.
Mr.
Visit
Prices
came to a vote, it was .tied. and family. Mr and Mrs. Hubert MarAll M. Landon, chairman of the shal and Mr• and Mrs. Gaylen
Mr and Mrs. Lacy Price, Jackmotored to Dover. Tenn.. son. Tenn.. were visitors of Mr.
I
rt
. .•
cornmittee, refused to cast a de- Marshall
'a
on
Sunday
and Mrs. 0_,B. Turnbow Sunday.
ciding vote- As a .result, the cornCoy Kuykezeiall.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. Price and 'Mr. Turnbow
mstiee_preserited tel_rePOrt to. de- Lena -arid Ethel- were-- Sundaywere comrades in France during
fer action • until the general _Con- net' guests of Mr. and -Mrs. Doug- the world war. and this was their
erence in 1940.
las Vandyke. Afternoon visitors first visit . since returning home
were Mr. and Mrs. Gayion Morris, scene twenty 'years ago.
winery Beard. Set Up ' Mrs. Terry Morris and Zipora.
White and black. All stanAccompanying Mr and Mrs. Price
Miss Mary Bazzel spent s last •
One f the toughest 'problems
dard anabers from It MOO
were Mr. and Mrs. Burns, of Paris.
Baz_zel.
Sam
Mrs.
dispo
with
wecit
was
onference
before
France, until one year :ago when
WITH COUPON
Mr. arid Mrs. Macon Taylor
of when tltk, delegates voted to
home- they came to Mr. Burris' former
with
end
week
the
spent
rd plan to hinJaekson, Tenn. Mrs. Burat
approve' a one
home
folks near Sedalia.
is a native of Paris. France.
die the entire mi onary work of
Mrs. Essie Faust and daughter, ris
thedenomination. Moekof the dele- Neil. were Sunday dinner guests
, 6, , 1, .
/ a I , 1., 6. 1. ,
I
gates had- expected :the- Wernien's 'of Mr. and Mrs. James PaschaiL
and
Herron
Jenkins
S.
-T.
George
the
Mrs.
Mrs.
of
and
and
Socie
Mr.
Mr.
Missiopary
Foreign
1.- and family and Mrs. Johnnie liars daughter. Miss Ann, and Miss
Methodist Episcopal Church,
. Hazel Jones ahd her house guest,
rel shopped in Paris Saturday.
080.000-a-year concern made un
Anderson spent last Mims Cathrine 'Adams. of Missouri,
Robert
Mrs:
.
BOYS' AND GIRLS'
all Methodist women from coast Week with Mr. and Mrs. C Wil- inotored over to . Memphis. -Tenn..
to coast, to fight the plan to the
Tuesday.
last
Rudolph Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray, Mr. and
last ditch. But when the vote was
Mr. salid Mrs
taken the women graciously step- .Oman Phschall ancP'Howard Min- Bars. Frank Provine, were in Ten' nessee last Sunday visiting differped aside and the single beard Plan ns were InsParis Saturday.
WITH COUPON
Little Miss'' Willodene . Gorcieth ent, places of ipSerett..
. came through with flying colors.
spendafter
home Friday
returned
Memin
is
Wilson
C.
Grace
Mrs.
missions
Under the new set-up the
ing two weeks witi#..her. grandpars phis this week visiting her sister.
board will control `separate subdi- ents. Mr. and Mrs. err Morris.
Mrs. Moselle Hoffman andsilams
.p I
.Mrs. Ruvienins slair—thes_loreignsitgklesses5_ ._kiesseustesspesehra
MorNational:scene,.and vilornen's work. dolph Key assisted Mrs. T
Cattle Rtunell la over near
Mrs.
in
Glynn Orr /do
5.1
Cherry this-week as- the guest of
. -_-,thavrshodewed by'use conferepce ris and Mrs.'
peas.
her son. Matthew Russell. and
' as a whelk but irtibued with far- canning
Hole.
Ruth
Mrs.
Holley.
Mrs. Nina
STRAWBERRY, PICKING
reaching ssignficance was the de- ley. Mrs. Okla Holley. Mrs. Johrue Mrs. Russell.
F Gregcision to provide the youth .of the Jones, Mrs. Bernice Rainey and . The Rev. and Mrs.
were Sunday dinnew church, for the first ° time in ktresLettnie Jones and Grace }Wi- ory, 24., Murray
Boys' and Girls'
ner inieels in the home of Mr.
Methodist history.. with leetal status ley spent 'one day last week with
All Sizes
famCottage and Mrs. dehnnie Hodge and
in the direction of their own ac- Mrs. Be'rtha Kemp Of
WITH COUPON
ily
Grove.
tivities.
Mr. and Mess William Osbron
Holley. Frank Poyner,
Harold
Incorporated in an adopted re- Howard Morlis. Ralph Kennedy returned home 'last week from
Port which recommended a three- .ancis Julian Holley Went to Paris South Carolina where they visited
Mr. Osbrores sister. Mrs. Johnnie
divisional 'board.of education, was Saturday night to the show.
Robertson and family.
—Snowball
a elauses_explieitly providing for
s- Mr, and Mrs. Jack, 1,4e4ise _ of+,
the incTusion or-six youth m
',I5 , 'I 5
St. Louis spent the iveek-end" in
bers on the new board.
Hazel visiting Mrs. Healy's moths
Odd Lengths in Fine
. The board of education -itself
er and sister. Mrs. Minnie Kelly
will be split into three separa,
and Mrs. Fred Bray and family.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Chrisrnan
jurisdictions. One will have charg„
Patients admitted to the William spent a iew days last week with
of the educational institutions of
during
Mason Memorial -licepital
Mr.'and Mrs. Claud Orr and Mr.
the church, the second will overe the past week:
WMF COUPON
'and Mrs. Frank Page.
s see .religious education in 'the
Mrs. F. L. Mayer. Murray,. Mrs. 'Mrs. Lillian Walker Cherry. of
churches, and the third will be in E..L. Garrett Murray: Baby Billie
last
came - in
Tuesday
Jo Lee. Murray: Mrs.' L. D. Wil- and will spend a few - weeks with
control of educational leerattire,
s7n: Mrs. Everett Ward Outland, her _ mother. Mrs. Myrtle Walker
(4;'.1 4%.., .v -h
i
---co I I
Six Divisions Authorised
Murree: C. a .Richardson. Mur- who is in ill health..
Lib.
Minus' its old classification of ray: F. A. Roberts.. Buchanan.
Miss
and
James
Mrs 'Bettie
W. A. Fuqua. Benas their dinner
,Northern. Southern and Protestant. Terms Mrs,
-bie James had
ton: Master Birthel M. Pittman, guests Sunday. Mrs. Zara Cochthe .new Methodist Church will be Murray; W A J.. C. Birdi
songs-Gol27x27-Inch
ran. of Paducah. Mrs W. B. Ethdivided• into six great divisions— den
Mr. 'and Mrs.
Mo..
Jbplin.
eridge.
rn.'
"Nerth
e.:
ice
fr
l
li
A
Southeaste
nicic
Northeaptem,
M-ton..thIttirrVi
Miss Joan: Ful
and -Mrs. Jchn
E. Galon James. Mr,
' Central.. South Central. Western Faye Fterelle, Murray:
Moore and Mrs. Less James of
Hazel.
Latirner,
and Central. The last-nanied
Crossland.
Package of 6
Patients dismissed - dining the
ion 'will cut aeross .territorial lines
W. L. W Jones and Miss Verna
WITH ,COUPON
week:
Pest
dinner
Thursday
were
White
and will include all Negro MethMrs. Charlie Smith, Murray:
,ochsts. wherever they are in thc Eugene Bland. Murray: Miss Slur- guests of Mn, and Mrs. C. W. Denham of East Hazel.
nited States.
ley Johnson. Murray: Baby HerMrs,. W. B. Etheridge. of. Joplin.
•
It • will be the _job of these jerks- (ed.__ mite*, Hareins, -.Raymond
Mo., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
L.
F.
Mrs.
Concord:
for
New
Fielder.
dictions to. draw up botmdaries
family.
and
Moore.
:John
Billy Joe Lee,
.!s
the smaller annual conferences. the Mayer. Murray;
.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore. Miss
Lesfie CaFever. ,Murray:
ha Latimer, Mr's. Joe Jones.
lo•v unit,"! Methodist pesters and Murray;
RY
RAWBER
kteett
eirte
shops
week
"
B`nre
in Paducah -Tast
1,,s'rr.en. Particularly .difficult will 4. Dunn,
G'Vien • Pon* Carl
36er
s Golden Pond;
‘
be "Jer LaY.int4 Obvin of beuittlen
Jack :Younger of
and..
lir_
Breve
e"
"borderlin
Master
Men's and Ladies'
Murray:,
eatled
-inthe_so—end- Miss Net* hyr, „ of
Pleas,y Weight
-areas,, where the three' detionsiisa- net. -Murray: Shelby:Davits -4Tdr- Paris
of
guest;
laredey
were
Sites5-32 to 44
ray: Mis* Sarah Jane McClure., Louisville
- -tions has* been •
Orr.
Maude
WITH COUPON
Paris, Tenn....'Mrs. Myrtle Jenks, Mrs
,seyeral
spend
will
Byrd
Miss
,
Murray.
Murray, Birthel Pittman.
• points to .0 satisfactory solution to
weeks with her grandmother. Mrs.
59C
'
Orr.
these problems"
--of
Chrisrnart
Mr. and Mrs. D. D.
the_
Significantly: - many'of
Eddyvillo were called to Hazel
: uniting
Ch'ufahlen atterichhif the
on
account of the serious illness of
West
Calvin
By
ON
conference 'have come away With
Mrs. Chrisman's sister, Mrs. Jim COUP
met
'filethochapter
the....impressiose-that united
Hazel' FFA
The
Thonspean.
MEN"
dishisas not wholly an end in. itself. Friday slifht. May '26 for the punBob' Miller had as his guest
B1.1. ( II I. 1.111,1t 1
The
meeting
of
a
Mackey
having
of,
Tuesday night Horace
- Voices on every side have .em- peso
With the usual Murray State College and lifarrs
at the rev!' spirit ef. the. meeting wal opened
phiiiigied
as there was no moth Cave.
and
'
cereniony,
WITH IL Of PON
-deep. Perhapi
coriterenceivai
Murray State
unfinished business to take up,
Yc unit. of
Bob
unconscieus, 'but- o nevertheles's ap- we latendhed int:: the discussion of College spent the weelt•end i:r
parent feeling that here_ again was new business. *
Hazel as guest of Bob and Toni
Real l'epperell Chambrir
.
Trim
another link .in the c'hain of Pro-,• A motion was made and passed Turnbew. ,
formal
a
visits
have
to
Hazel
house
from
the
tiy
Among- them,
testant unity.
riketing the last Thurisday night ing we strawberry festival pie,5
in- each month, plus any _special rade in Padurah TnesdaY were
Serial Creed. Ailladited
Mr and Mrs. Dick Miller and
Srme of The Mum-teat'decisions ,meetings called._ _ . ..
- Anothet. mXon was made and sons. Cyrus and Cenc and Jee
of the conference weres
to
discussion,
much
passed. after
*Littleton_
; Atioption of a -social .creed 'which have 'an lee cream supper and
MEN'S SANFORIZED
SHRUNK
included -a proposal-:pledging .the frog-jurriping contest at the school-SUPPER •
'Church; house Saturday'.night June •17.
ICE
...typport of the Methodist.
to any 'of its members 'who are We- Wish to take this opporttinity
28 to th
In ice cream wupper will be
to invite every' one to. attend, and
cientious objectors- to war.
"con,
14 ITV ( tit Pers.
wes plan to- have plenty of ester...held at Shiloh Store. Saturday
Eefeblishment of -a toard bf. tern ,
night June 3
.
• , '
tainmt:nt. '
.perance, with offices in • Washingale
as
sonic
W"E„- ChIpps is feeding 100 beef
ton. interpreted by
openini: gun in a new .driTT agairist ready , market fee ivell-fatteneds cattle • on :Ms Livingston county
_
farm-- for vie in juty.
:p Ivrea=
4i-oilers
the liquor traffic:
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,
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a

Del

It's Pepperell'S best! Guaranteed to sear and vvaah
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end
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SHEETING

"BIG YANK"
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Flood for Johnstown-'
New Ford Truck Carries Bakery Another
Army Engineers Don't Think So
Products to Distribution Channels

last
prices
mpaii
t.

gains
le On
AT

Robert Mills Williams and Miss
Jane West of Anna. Ills were
guests Saturday and Sunday of
Mrs. Fannie Williams.
Mrs. Alton Barnett
Mr. and
the
Paducah
over
visited
in
"There was an ominous crash,
On. Memorial Day in 1389, torweek-end, spending the time with
rential rains fell in the Conemaugh and the locomotives and roundMr. Barnett's sister, Miss Patty
Valley district. But the boys in
Barnett.
Blue gathered throughout the valIldr. and Mrs. Norvan Kemp and days' vacation trip with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Murchison,
BATTLE WMI RIVER
ley,
anyway, to honor their dead
baby, Akron, visited the former's in Indiana. They will return for Highland Park, Mich.. are spendTO END IN 2 YEARS
comrades-in-arms.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Kemp, the opening of the summer session ing a few days with Mrs. Myrtle
The next day, Johnstown, Penn.,
and other relatives here ovens' the at the college.
Farmer here. Mrs. Murchison was
Washington—Army
engineers
a steel and coal town of 30,000,
week-end.
Jim Moore, line coach and track formerly Miss Vannoy Denham.
awoke with a sense of .uneasiness, are workiig on a flood control
Billy Crouch, born and raised in coach at thin college will leave this
Marguerite
Willard,
Miss
project-hellos lehillatoons. Penn-,
Rain poured on the valley. That
the Lynn Grove community, a week-end to spend the summer Memphis visited home balks in
was just fifty years ago May 31. district, geese if as. it the Nitat
his home in Connecticut He will Murray 'last week-end.
Wayne
brother of Orlando Crouch, of Lynn
thisfa greatest diellialers fifty
There had been a cloudburst
years ago, May 31. It is exGrove, was buried at Sinking return early in September for the Willard accompanied his sister
over the mountain watersheds durback
to
Memphis
this
week.
opening
of
football
Spring Sunday afternoen. He died
practice.
ing the night. South Fork Dam, pected to be finished within
Jewel Johnson, Margaret Smith
two
years and to cost someJoan Fulton, 12-year-old daughSaturday night at Paris, Tenn.,
which backed up a lake three
thing more than $7,000,000. Alter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fulton and daughter, Edyth, spent - the
after A stroke of paralysis.
miles long, began to rise at the
ready the War Department has
' Mrs. Pearl Youngblood and chil- untierweas.an appendectomy at the week-end with lals two daughters,
rate of a foot ap hour. Rumors
allotted nearly $3,000,000 to the
that the dam was unsafe began to
dren, Mayfield, spent Sunday with Mama Hoopital Monday night. She Clara Nell and Eulabs. They reproject; 13.580.000 more is exturned with him to spend a month
spread.
Some people believed
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hughes hare. Is reported getting along okeh.
pected to be assigned to it for
them, and fled, but most didn't.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Under- and will 'return in duly.
Mrs. Charlie Smith, Who for sev•
•
•
the
1940 fiscal year.
eral weeks has been so Ill she wood and Miss Sara Jo Underwood
Miss Margaret craves spent the
The channel of the CaneBy mid-afternoon flood waters
has been forced to stay under a left .Saturday morning for Bus• week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Dick
maugh River and its tributaries
Of the- Conemaugh and Stony
doctor's care in a local hospital, sellville, Ala., to spend several Hagan In Elizabethtown. She was
is being widened mut deepened
Creek Rivers were filling first
had improved sufficiently this week days with relatives.
accompanied back to Murray by
The new channel ii expected
floors a many houses. The secMr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale Mrs. Hagan, who will remain for a
to rejoin her husband in his apartto reduce the river stage twelve
ond floors of some began to fill.
of Memphis were week-end guests visit.
ment at Hotel Freeman.
to
fourteen feet, enough, engiPeople
were taking refuge on
Mr. and Mrs R. L. Lusby, Prince- of Mrs. Jack Reale, Jr., and Miss
Several from Murray attended the
neers think, to carry off any
roofs.
Many
of
the
houses
were
game
in
ton, visited relatives in Murray LUIS Clayton Beale,
baseball
League
Kitty
flood
arising
from
natural
flimsy, frame structures built in
Sunday. Mrs Lusby was formerly
Miss Katherine Purdom has re- Mayfield last night between Maycauses. The channel sides are
the flats along the river by the
Mies Rubene Holland.
turned from Gideon, Mo., where field and Htipkinsville, a gains
being lined with concrete, asthen famous Cambria Iron Works
Miss Madeline Sims. Tri City, she taught th0 -past winter and is the former team won by s score
phalt or rock to smooth the
for som. of its 4.000 workmen.
formerly a beautician in Fulton. spending the summer with her par- of 3-2. Among Murrayans attendflow and prevent scarring away
Then catastrophe let loose. In
has joined the staff of the Modern ents, Mr. and Mrs. William 'Pur- ing were Irve Brewer, Gene Brewof
banks. Obstructions such as
the
watersheds eighteen miles
Beauty Shop and has been active dom.
er, Tom Fenton, L. Junior Parr,
bridges are /feint moved or
from Johnstown up the narrow
in her duties there sines Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Foster and Harold Farley, Ed Freeman, Tom
raised,
V-shaped Conemaugh Valley the
Mrs. Willie Hinkle, Kevil, and Mr. and Mrs. John D. Rather have Banks, Paul B. Cholson, L. Robdam burst with "sounds like treher son. Earl Gardner Hinkle, as returned to Murray to make their ertson, E. H. Ross. P. W. Ordway,
mendous and ceaseless peals of
P
student, at Murray State College, homes after an absence of several T. Sledd. and others.
thunder."
house disappeared . . . A hunwere guests Sunday in the horns. months in the interest of the TVA. Bobby Hisetgr, son of Mrs. Cleo
When it was over 2,200 persons dred houses were swept away .in
of Mrs. Myrna Walker on North
Mr. and Mrs. John Goodin will Gillis Hestir, college registrar, rehad lost their lives in one of the a few minutes," Smith said.
Fourth street. Mrs. Hinkle left for leave Friday for McMinnville, turned Friday from Mississippi
Nation's worst peacetime disaster.
•••
her home Itonday. and will be Tenn., where both have executive State College at Starksville, Miss.,
Richard Davis, who saw
the
transnew
Murray
purchased
by
the
Bakery
to
the
Ford
truck
Above
is
pictured
joined there by her son the latter positions with the McMinnville to spend the summer vacation
At Johnstown a new horror was
flood engulf, crush or .sweep aside
part of this weetsfter he has com- Hosiery Mill.
with his mother here,
added to the desolation. Over the
all before it, said:
port its products to distributing mains.
pleted his semester examinations
"I cannot describe the mad rush. river was a stone railroad bridge.
H. L. Hughes, college addition.
W. P. Russell, Murray, will graddoorway
in
in
the
white
is
Collie
At
at Murray. State College.
Standing
car
Salmon, manager of the bakery,
first it looked like dust. I As the flood waters swirled under
uate from Murray State College has returned from Sik.estown. Mo.,
Sheriff and Mrs. J. I. Fox, Mrs today with a bachelor of science where he was science instructor and seated is Ed Stokes, senior member of the firm of Stokes-Smith Motor Company, could see houses goffig down be- it, shattered houses scd• all sorts
fore it like child's blocks in a of debris caught against the abutC. S. Marr. and Harmon Smith degree with majors in commerce in the Sikeston High School for
which represented the Ford Motor Company in selling the automobile. At the left row. As it came nearer I could ments and jammed up.
returned•Saturday afternoon from and social science. Russell played the past year.
Soon there was a great pile of
see houses, totter for a moment,
, Frankfort where Sheriff Fox set- freshman football and varsity footAmong those from Murray who front of the vehicle is George Steele, driver.
then rise and the next moment splintered wooff: Throughout the
Woodmen
sled his quietus, obtaining a receipt ball for two years, and has been attended the district
jagged
heap uncounted people,
be crushed like egg shells."
for all taxes including state, county, active in intramnral sports. He has Circle convention at Mayfield last
One by one villages and towns who had been swept along with
and school.
a position in thersblmstead High Saturday were Mrs. Lois Waterdown the valley were destroyed, the flood were struggling to get
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pace attended school, teaching and coaching ath- field, Mrs. E. B. Houston, Mrs. A.
wholly, or in part—first South clear.
0 Woods, Mrs. Lula Farmer, Mrs.
the Big Singing at Benton Sunday. letics.
Fork, then Mineral Point, goneSuddenly the wreckage burst
Dorothy
Mrs.
Mabelle
...iScobey.
Accompanied by Mr. Pace's sister,
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter will
maugh, Woodvale. Johnstown, and ieto .flames; 'scores of -people died
Mrs. Robert Stloyier, Redding, arrive June 7 to visit her patents. Aryan Julies. Mrs. Z,elna Carter,
its suburbs, Cambria City and screaming in the furnace; these
Calif., they reported one of the best Mr. and Mrs. Elbert A. Lassiter. Manic Carolyn Carter. Miss Ma- rHOW MUCI-I DO
Conemaugh Borough. .
who could not struggle clear could
YOU GET OUT
singings in the history of the event. She teaches in Mississippi College' relle Johnson, Miss Alice B. Robonly 'leap into the raging flood.
OLD
erts,' Mrs. Lucy Coleman. Miss 'OF
Miss Delma Chrisman spent the for Women in Columbus, Miss.
William
Henry Smith,
then Most of them were drowned.
BUS?
week-end with her mother, Mrs. ,George Hart, Robert Smith, El- Mary Lee Coleman, -Miss Liza
In Johnstown's Grandview Cemgeneral manager of the Associated
Mma Chrisman, and her brothers,' mus J. Beale, and Bill Swann. re- Curd, Miss Lucy Lee Miles. Miss
Press, was.on a train that reached etery there remains a famous plot,
Reuben and H. B., in the Mason's turned Tuesday night from Indian- Marie Hatcher, Mrs. Flossie
the Conernaugh Valley before the the ground that holds the bodies
Hughes. Miss Mary Elizabeth Hop-'
Chapel community near Hazel.
apolis where they viewed the Me- son. Miss Ruth Farley, Mrs. Iva
dam broke. Because a bridge had of 777 victims of that flood of
John Knox Crawford visited in morial Day races.
been reported out, the train was fifty years ago who never were
Moore, Miss' Mocille Fitts, Miss
Hickman Monday.
Mrs. N. W. Hepburn of Chicago Urene Witty, and Mrs. Ruby Linshunted onto a siding above Cone- identified.
• ••
Mrs. 0. B. Irvan. Jr., and daugh- returned to her ,home Tuesday
maugh Borough.
ter, Barbara. and Mrs. Elbert Er- night after a week-end visit with ning.
When the cry came that ,the
The stone bridge still stands: It
Miss Helen Bethel and Mrs.
win and daughter, Diane, all of her daughter, Miss Ruth Hepburn.
dam had broken, the passengers withstood another flood when. in
Clarice Bradley of Paducah were
Detroit, were.guests over the week- of the college faculty. Mrs. Hep- week-end guests in the home of
fled up a mountainside "in a race 1936, the Stoney Creek and Coneend of Miss Virginia *Nan. They burn was - honor guest - at several Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,
maugh River overflowed into the
for life," Smith reported.
Tuesday.
left
of Johnstown.
Some witnesses told of seeing business district
informal parties during her visit. Sr.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Cull Phillips,
scoopa
group
of
sixty-five
:twinges
covering some areas to a depth of
The Rev. Howell M. Forgy of
Huntington, W. Va., were week- Fort Colins, Col., has accepted a
ed frcm their foundations as if by fourteen feel"- But that flood,
Know a Local Item?
end visitors of Mrs. Ada Diuguid call to ale pastorate of the local
a scythes- Smith saw the flood thought serious, was not comparadvance on the railroad round- able to the 1889 disaster because
and Mrs. 'Betty., Phillips. Philips Presbyterian church and will arrive
We Want It
there was no breaking dam.
house.
is connected with the "Veterans' in Murray at an early date to take
Bureau in Huntington-7
.
up his duties. Be will be joined
If you have a local item. or
Mr. and Mrs. Genie Gilbert. in the fall by his wife and daughknow of one we would like to
prominent residents of the Almb ter,
have it for our readers. If yo
community, attended the Southern
Mrs. L 0. Carson and daughter
enjoy the locals and appreciate
Harmony Singing in Benton Sun- of Alexandria, Va., Mrs. H. E.
knowing what others are doing.
day. Mrs. Gilbert was one among Watters of Jackson, Tenn.,„send
remember that they are just as
s. those present who posed for a Everett Watters of Rantoul, Ills
interested in the items you
pictuse for photographers from Life arrived today to be the guests of
know.
THAT REMINDS
Magazine, Who attended the let- Miss Lillian Watters for several
We are glad to have you mail
ME 0221E,HAVE
tival. days.
WHY SPEW:A.3'00 TO
written
or drop in the office a
REPAIRS COST
Mrs. Stephens and sons, John Ed
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scherffius left
338
or
1W44OVF
EN Ya0,1C
°1
item, phone it to 55 or
eP
ANTUY FA14E°
and Jack, will be leaving soon to today for Lexington, Ky., to- atO0 CSsasie
1-0U0 Hen
just tell us about it when you
make their home in Alexandria. tend the graduating exercises at the
Send your laundr to
Tenn.
see us on the street or in the
University. Their son. Charles, will
the Murray Laundry
Alfred
Eskew,
0.
W.
Mr. and Mrs.
receive his degree in mechanical
office.
and have your clothes
and H. E. Stephens of Lebanon. engineering. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Our readers have been very
Tenn.. were week-end visitors of Scherffius will accompany them
washed in Pure, Clean,
thoughtful of us in the past in
Mrs. H. E. Stephens and children. home Saturday for a visit.
SOFT WATER, from
helping us gather the news. We
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. tykes, Jr..
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hughes of
want to tell you how much we
.our own deep well.
are the parents of a daughter, Memphis, Mrs. Dave Silverblatt and
appreciate it, how necessary it
They come back' pure
Nancy Gail, born Saturday. May Miss Emily Sue Silverbatt of
is and to urge you to continue
and white, without any
27. at the Clarksville, Tenn.. hos- Osceola, Ark,, are guests of Mrs.
greater volume.
pital.
Willie Lynn. Mrs. Hughes' is re- in even
brown spots.
Thank you.
Miss Irene Boggess has returned ceiving treatment at the 'Mason
after
spendto her home in Detroit
hospital.
ing the week-end with relatives in
Mrs. Myrtle Wall of Hopkinsville
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blackburn
_
Murray.
spent Monday night and Tuesday will leave Saturday for Baton
Mr. and Mrs. -W. H. 4Billet Mc- with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones. Rouge, La., where Mr. Blackburn
Keel had as their guests Sunday
Miss Mary Williams of Frank- will begin work on his doctor's
Mr. and Mrs. Reason McKeel and fort was the week-end guest: of degree at .LSU.
DON'T 116 AN
two daughters, Sara and Ann, and relatives and friends in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. George Baker and
Mrs. Fannie Hendrick, Bowling
Mrs. W 3. Mecoy and Mrs. Mary son. Pat Baker will leave Sun
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Bilr'llIcKeel, Ed Mecoy Hall left today for Chi- day on an extended trip through
We Call for and Deliver
West Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason McKee': De- cago for a visit with their daugh- the East. Their first stops will
troit, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Curd, ter and sister. ,Mrs, M. F. Ander- include Richmond, Williamsburg
and Virginia, Beach. From NorHolly Springs, Miss : Mr. and, Mrs. son and family.
Dawson Smith and boys, Rob and
Dr. an Mrs. James H. Richmond folk they will take a boat to WashRichard.
and Miss' Ann Richmond will at- ington, D. C., where they will
Rob Smith left Tuesday morn- tend the commencement exercises spend several days and then they
ing Jar Detroit to spend a couple Friday at 'the University of Ken- will go to Philadelphia for a short
of weeks with Mason and Bill tucky where Miss Ruth Richmond stay. From Philadelphia they will
is a member' of the graduation go to New York where they will
McKeel.
spend a month sighl-seeing. visitHafford Adams, manager of the class.
Miss Joanne Fulton is a .patient ing the fair and attending 'the curmeat department of the local
return to
Krogeer Store is on his vacation at the Mason hospital where she rent plays. They will
by way of Cleveland about
this week. He is spending it at underwent an operation for aps Murray
July.
middle
of
the
pendicitis Monday evening.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Proctor Nunn of
Mr. and Nis. Kelly Dick of Paris,
James M. Jones, manager of the
spent several
Morganfield have
.Kroger Store will leave next week Tenn.. spent Sunday With relatives days this week at the bedside
on--a week's vacation -trip to She in Murray.
Eat More! Itts-the,
his daughter, Mrs. Everett Ward
Jim .Ed Diuguid is speeding. this Oeslaed who has been seriously
Ozark mountains.
Delightful thing_ta do
Lare-Fri-ph-ii
'ander, ill, at the Mason Hospital.
Prof. Sind ma.- William 'Ft& and tireek
family will leave Friday for a few Mass Mary Virginia Diuguid.
Stanfill Cutchin has returned
from Blytheville, Ark., where he
taught the past winter and is with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carlisle
Cutchin.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Hosick have
returned to their home in pawson
Springs after a week's visit with
To Have Your
Mimes Betty and Cappie Beale.
Miss Jane Melugin. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugip.
A World of Goodness
Murray, received the Master of
in Every Spoonful!
Science degree from the Louisiana
State university at commencement
,All -Flavors
exercises held the night of May
Cleaned and Sealed in One of Our
Out Packages
Carry
General
29, at which U.S. Attorney
Frank Murphy gave the final adApproximately 1100 perdress,
sons, forming the largest class in
4toseweer.MewMiii•etthe history of,the University, were
—Photo Courtesy Lexington Leader
Special Plate Lunches, Meat, 3 Vegetables, DesNO EXTRA CHARGE FOR BAG
awarded degrees at the formal
25c
,Butter
sert,
7.
ceremonies.
Roy Stewart.
SHADES OF' PAGINl—When Piney Page, Transylvania's head football costa, learned that
WEATHER - THE
HOT
EAT
OUT
DURING
mentor, planned to equip his quarterbacks with sets of cards bearing diagrams of the
Oft !turning refrigerator for Murray gridiron
We Specialize in short Orders, Steaks, Cold Drinks,
small balance due payable month- Thoroughbreds' plays, be decided it would be good business to be ready for the ripportunity when Om
and Sandwiches of Every Kind
ly. Now located only a few miles
Accordingly, he devoted Part of the spring training period to insintating Frank News
from Murray in this county. Write reams meet next fall.
finance conneetion P. Cs BOX 531. berry, left-handed kicker and passer. in the gentle art gf filching. Above, -Page, at the left, coaches from
Hopkinsville, Ky., for further parRoberts, who said he didn't feel a thing.
the sideline as Newberry practices on Backfield Coach Preacher
ticulars.

THE ADVENTURLS OF CTLilt

Flirting With Triatiole

AVOID

HOT WEATHER
WORK

Nrou PALicu'

id*
row

Relax and Take a Vacation Every
Monday Phone 303 Now

MURRAY LAUNDRY

Transy Prepares For Murray Gridders

QUOC//
nno irs

GOOD FUR YOU

Gold131pom
• ICE
CREAM ...

Now Is the Time . .

SUITS & WINTER GARMENTS

Pint 15c—Qt. 30c

MOTH PROOF BAGS

Bread,

Phone 567

Jones Cleaners
We Call For And Deliver

Sixty-five fifrm men and women
D. G. Childress, McCracken coUn- / A tree-setting campaign resulted
C. C. Chrinie .of Green county
pigs from'm planting 23.0`00 locust and SAO attended the annual poultry whim]
bought 25 ptirchred heifers last tS, has a ready sale for
In Green up county.
poplar trees in Butler county.
month, starting a breeding herd. hightgrade sows.

Torn Redden—Wells Purdorn--Garnett Jones

Day & Nite Lime
LLOYD WORKMAN Prop
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in theAfrica-progress
ofof thethe milestones
Bible Has Outsold All Other World
gospel
in
was
when the trait
reached
in
August
Volumes, American Society Reports topies-Otetela
of the New Testament in
language, published by
year
of Managers

For the fourteenth successive
of service.
year. In its 123rd
of . the
the Board
Society, Park
American
Bible
Avenue and 57th Street. reported
to its membership at its meeting
in New York today: an annual
circulation during 1938 of approximately 7.000.000 volumes. ThA circulation for last year was 6110,757
in 182 languages and in
over 40 countries.
In
China, for the last five
months of the year. when the Society's affairs. had been somewhat
aditisted to the conditions imposed
by the war, Bibles and Testaments
were published at the rate of 20.900 a month-a book every four
-seconds days and night. The secretary of the China agency. Dr.
Carleton Lacy. reported that a

volumes

ried
ferent

Piano Students of

in translation,
was car,
diflanguages have

Miss Lillian Watters
and Violin Students of

Mrs. William H. Fox

Smith,

Hopes for the safety of Tommy
who set out Sunday to
cross the Atlantic Ocean in a 770pound airplane, smallest and most
delicate machine ever to attempt
to span the treacherous Nirsth Atlantic, were almost dead today, as
no word had been heard from
Welsh Folk Song
flyer since he set off from
Maine Sunday.

daring

Boggelss
Catherine
Vivian Thurman

Lullaby

Lamb
Florence
June Hendrick
Daffy-Down Dilly
Lullaby
The Brooklet
Mary
A Dreamy-Time Song sue

Robyn
Brahrns-Thompson
Robyn

Home grown cabbage, 7 lbs. ..
New Green Peas, lb.
'
Green Beans, lb.
Pole Beans, Ky. Wonder, lb.
Fla. and Calif. Oranges. dos.
Huskies. Whole Wheat Flakes,
Made by Post, 10 oz. pkg. ,
,
2 for
2 lb. box Craeken
41
Libby's Grapefruit

lee

Se
lee
Woe

lie
15e
12c

Fox
When , Daddy Says Goodnight
Jane' ReederWhen Snow Flakes Leave
The Banjo Picker

21e
15c

12 oz. can Cherry
sn
Get BLanks here for
P&G Soap and Ivory Flakes
•
_ 2.Se
Kars P&G
Nice Bow l lc with large Oxydol

for coupons
Sc
from Toilet Soap and
White Crowder
Peas
I.

Leaf. II lb. carton We
24 lbs. Kentucky Row Flour
24 lbs. White Ring and nice
-offee
plate..
.

Beef. Veal. Pork

Will Be So Pleased That You
Will Continue
We Carry a Complete Line of The Best and
Freshest In

Groceries-Meats--Vegetables
TELEPHONE 12

Murray Food Mk't.

Euin Gettrin left Kentucky Monday for Detroit where he ,will join
his wife.
Mr and Mrs. Hob 'Johnson and
son were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Steele.
Mr. and Mrs. Loa
nnThompson
-•-et
of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby and Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thurman_
Miss Margaret Bell was a weekend guest of Misses Opal and Velma McCage.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Fielder spent
iSaturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
!Tyler Smith.
I Miss Sarah Nell FUtrell and Buddie McNutt visited in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Pearlie Bee McNutt
Saturday night..
i Buck Bucy was hit with a baseball Sunday while playing ball. He
was not badly hurt.
Mrs. Emma Kimbro spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Josh Cunningham
Pine Bluff was a dull place Sunday. I suppose it was because the
Pottertown boys wee not there.
Henry Geurin spent the weekend with Mr. 'and Mrs. Charlie
Stewart.
-Rambler.
Oil
Burning refrigerator for
small balance due payable monthly.

<TOLLEYkC

Now
located thisononlycounty.
a few Write
miles
from
Miii-rritYlit
finance
coemection
Hopkinsville,
By.. for 0. Box 531.
P.

FOOD MARKET

further par-

ticulars.

15c
Huskies, Two 15c boxes for
Corn Flakei,XelIogg's, 2 for .. .., 15c
Tea,. Lipton's 1-4 lb. and tea-glaes__L„:23c_
Tomato Juice, 24 oz. Scott-County 25c 3 for
33c
Grape Juice, Topmost, Qt.
33c
Corn Beef Hash, 16 oz. can, 2 for
for
25c
Pingdinger
Coffee,
2
Good
That
15c
Dill Pickles, Qt. Jar
Bacon, Armour's Star or Krey's, Fresh
Sliced, No Rind, lb. ,
4 • • 2.3c
23c
Toilet Tissue, 6 for
9c'
Dry Salt Meat, lb.
19e,
Oxydol, large size .... ,
35c
Cleanser,
25c
2
for
.
Seal
size,
Blue
23c
All Laundry Soap, 6 for
25c
_Sun Bright Cleanser, 6 for
Cream
Mix,
regular price 20c
2 Jello Ice
'
1 Strawberry Jello lc, all three for 21c

\

PROMPT DELIVERY
--

PHONt 37

phone 97; Night alone 543-W.
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
Gaynor and
Service.
"U

•
Hazel.
Duet-The Sunrise Trail
Eva

Pennebaker

Swing Song

R

Strauss
Krogmann

Behr
Grainger

___

Gondolieri

' Nevin

Camp-

Wilson

.--Pieezonka

Valse Cherie

Zamecnik

Nancy

Alfoldy
Helier

Martha

.Eberhardt
Eberhardt
Schumann
New
Beethoven
Dane la

Fresh Banana

Kroger's C. Club

LAYER CAKE 3..a(C71. 35c

GRAPEFRUIT 3

Kroger's C. Club
Small

Embassy Brand SALAD

MILK 84

Chopiti

chapel

Thursday, June' T, 19-39
7:30 p m. .

C Itonia ub

;Standard Pack

CATSUP

Ice Cream at Mason's Chapel

director
most effectively conREFRIGERATOR soles
the minds of those
OIL BURNER
Mourn.
who
Will be sold
render

is that

our

In

Norm,

DESSERT FAIassts3 Boxes 10c
Kroger's C. Club

PEARS 2 No. 21 2 Cans 33c
17c
LIFEBUOY SOAP 3 Bars
RINSO Small Box 9c, Large Box 17c

Standard Pack LIMA

Treesweet Brand

ftlx

Murray, Ky.

Pound
1
OCoked
Pound
25c

LONGHORN

CHEESE Full Creain Lb. 7'
LARD "lb. can $3' LARD Bulk 3 Pounds 23c
2 For
25c
JUMBO CANTALOUPES
U. S. No. 1
10 Pounds
23c
NEW POTATOES
WATERMELONS lb. 2v2c FRESH CORN 3 EARS 10c
200 SIZE
CALIFORNIA
Dozen
ORANGES
23c
POUND
PREEN BEANS
5c

50c
50c
10c
15e
25c
23c
15c
25c
23c
fly

Scfnare Cut Jowls
•
Pound _

f;c

CAULIFLOWER iha:ad 15 GRAPEFRUIT 10

FEED

Meat Market
25c
35c
'12c

01

PURE PORK

17I/2c
SAUSAGE
BACON
Country ClubTaerndHeralCitire, WhLolbe 27c
HAMS

Telephone 7

2 lbs. PURE PORK SAUSAGE
4,
2 lbs. PORK CHOPS
• *
MUTTON ROAST, Front Quarter, lb. .

•

TWINKLE

BRAN FLAKES 15booz,; 10c

Hickory Smoked
Whole opraHanadlf

Free Delivery

6.50

DRESSING Qua's"' 23c

c

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

10 lbs. Fine Granulated SUGAR
24 lb. Sack Guaranteed FLOUR
3 Boxes MATCHES,SALT or SODA
2 Boxes Kellogg's CORN FLAKES
7 Rolls TOILET TISSUE
1 Quart Size SALAD DRESSING
2 No. 2 LAMP CHIMNEYS
1 Quart Wizzard FURNITURg POLISH
1 Pint FLY SPRAY, Wizzard
LIGHT GLOBES, 25 to 60 Watt, each

25!

BEANS 3 No. 2 Cans 25c LEMON JUICE ."'clzi; 10c
RIBS of BEEF, lb.
12',c
U. S. Branded
BEEF STEAKS Pound 2Cc
J CHUCK ROAST, lb.
15c
Pound
*Country Club Assorted
LUNCH MEATS
25c
Pound
Country Club BACON Whole or Half Slab
19c
LARGE _
Forequarter},aCaunt;, 8
BOLOGNA 2 Pounds 25c
ROAST

which

cheap for cash.
Now on Approval In a Fine This characterizes
Home Near Murray in service at all times
Calloway County.
Sincerely,
• rornpt Action Only Will
GET THIS BARGAIN
Get in Touch With
The

Obsobettiles2sc 25c

Kroger's C. Club.,

Consolation .

itiElEiDNEEDIDERIgi

23e

Cans
or

Orange, Lemon. Straw,
BEVERAGES WeSC011i. Grape, Root Beer,
etc., 4 24 oz. but. plus small bot. deposit 25c
La

An ice cream supper will be
held
Mason's Chapel Saturday
night, June 4, it was announced
this morning by 'community offi- The most impressive
cials. Music and novelty attractions
service that a funeral
will feature the pr tram
can possibis

24 lb. sack
BOK
WAbitoer ‘4,g15

R

•

Tarantella '

aaUcB
b 65c
c 4Cl.bCL
L
Byeosn
t ssa2c4bl b. Pi52

49c Frben1c9
Spotlight
,:
3blabg
.
b ac.
eaa 2 c L
ht b3a1gb. 55c L
Cc.beCdl u b1, lV
39`
FFEE Pa
10c
Tall Can
SALMON C. TCalulibeaFaancy Red 22c Fancy PINK or CHUM:

FLOU
CO

Chaminade

Dorothy
Polka
Martha Lou Greier
Imogene Bailey

at

The Complete
Food Market-

4

The Shepherd Boy;

Phone 85 •

Ihnot

lElEINEICIEHAMIDERIE

Brahms

Successor to T. W. Fain

1111 Soma P

and W. Main

Phone 441-13th

'Behr

Grocery and Market

ADAMS
smounisaT moo nom,

We Sell All Kinds of Feed

Lbs. Bulk 46c
$1.25 Extra Fine
Lange -SUGAR Pure Cane Latl)tJ Lb. Cloth
Granulated 11./
Bag
Clock
24 oz. Sandwich
4,
0ziy,e 9c for 25.2106 oox. vTiwenisntead 8cfer2 15cReliPa,anda_e_ic
;
,
BREAD ro2m,

KA 1

The now Roble*,Plow. Mee, and woo,.
style, eel ea Mt
--youll psi the veto.

Highest Market Prices Paid
For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool

Lichner

Beautiful Blue Dpnube
Mary Travis Willard
Shell

T

.•• • for less
et
its5
See the
to

PRODUCE

MURRAY
PRODUCE CO

Dry Salt

YOU WANT IN SHOES

BOGGESS

Tschaikowsky-Thompson

-

aocuggmEorailif

3things

Li MHO

111111111111111111111HININIIII

FOR SALE-Pulverized Limestone
for soil sweetening. $1.50 per ton,
East Maple (Depot) St.
Hopson
B. Crusher, near Concord,
Brisendine Bros. Can furn- 110.11111MIIMINSINIIMIIII81111111111
Zamecnik

Elfin Delight

College

Guaranteed to Kill glean Beetles,
rooms and bath,
insects.
Fleas, Lite, and mostAill
10e per qt. "Enough for Ordinary furnished apartment with elecGarden". J. T. Wallis & Son. J29c trically equipped kitchen. Phone
100. Mrs. A. D.
FOR RENT-My home. West of
College, on Miller Avenue.
ROOM FOR RENT-Furnished for
rooms with bath, down stairs, 3 sleeping or unfurnished. Private
uorches; -2 rooms and large hall entrance. Reasonable. 1308 Main.
with water up stairs. Good garplanted; up-to-date FOR SALE-a well improved farm
den
henhouse. Or, extra private 3- of 175 acres, well timbered. 40
Large pantry, acres in the bottom, priced reasonapartment.
room
back and front porch. Room eith- ably., Good terms. W. V. Edunfurnished. monds, R.R. 7, Murray, Ky. Jlp
or
furnished
er
Available June 1. Mrs. Lillie E
Mayer. Call or see me at 116 FOR RENT-3 or 4-room apartlp ment. Private, with modern co
East Main, Murray, Ky.
an
hospital
FOR RENT-Some furnished or veniences. Near
unfurnished apartments on West school. Mrs. Notia Maddox, 2
tic
Main near Latipdry. Phone 325. South 9th St.
J8c
Otis Harrison:

We Pay Highest Market
Prices For
WRECKER
EGGS, POULTRY,
SERVICE. New equipment. 24hour, fast, dependable wrecker'
and CREAM
Service. Charges reasonable.'bay

The Guitar

At Hopkinsville
Who Are Western Kentucky
Distributors

••

I.

1.94

1Krogmann
Arlen STREAMLII:= 1229
Kerr
Martin
Rea
Blake
F.Ky.0.

Woods at Dawn

Keach Furniture Co.

Topmost Canned Goods and Banquet Beef
Fresh Vegetables, Green Beans, Butter Beans,
Fresh Corn, Peppers, Cucumbers, Fresh
Tomatoes and Lettuce

FOR SALE-One "of the best
building lots in- Murray 75 feet
feet, between The Broach
Wright
Piet by
-Brick apartment and Mra. Ronnie
Houston Home on 16th. St., near
the college. See W. H. Finhey. lp

•

•

Marche Slav

furnished

RENT-One 3-room
All private. Two blocks of
square. Possession at once. Mrs.
T. L. Smith. Phone 204.
lc

Seul-Hoist

The Merry Bobolink
w,iu

Dance

• CLASSIFIEDS

FOR
Munn apt.

• Ashbrook

the Sky
Sharborough
Jacqueline
Ed Bailey
Balloons
Betty Yancey.'
Swann's Grocery .
Ann
Uncitr Southern Jeanette
SkiesLowryFarmer.
24-Phones--25
Japan
celeThe Wood Nymph's Harp
of
brated thefiftieth
Hood
Frances
Kate HoustonWilkerson
Martha Lee
field
Society•.s
Jane .Roberts
Jean Butterworth
Gipsy
Jake,
ea.
Joan
Farris
says
can
Dr. Charles
_
Jake
Song of the Sea
Around
About
News Gypsy Dance Jane Reeder
ceases
--------Flak
Those ----Evelyn AhartCduntrY
Gardens
6 .(liant
Fat Baker - • e
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at the

the
of Bibles moving wet:t...i the Bible Society, arrived
Methodist Episcopal Congo -Misriver. Later the books were res- sion at Minga and Lus.ambo. These
300.000 people in the Belgian .Concued and artificially dried
go have previously had only a
Hankow egg-packing house.
were rebound and so eager were few portions of Scripture, printed
the . people cf Central China to on the mission press.
During the year. under condipossess the Bible that every
was sold. Missionaries scouVed tions of both peace and vrae•spubtheir shelves for extra copies. licatien 'of the Scripturea, was carShopworn, wrongly bound, worm- ried on abroad in 18 languages and
in
Manila.
Bangkok,
eaten books were all put into cir- dialects
and
re- Shanghai. Hankow, Siam
culation. Work
Tokyo.
vision and transcription
For 104 years the American Bible
on in as many as seven
dialects, . While Society has been supplying ScripChinese
tures to the Blind in many counbooks in a dozen
tries and in several languages in
been in the press.
After years of planning and ne- one or more of the systems of emFor those who
gotiation the American Bible So- bossed letters.
ciety joined with the British and understand English. Talking Book
Scotish Bible Societies in the for- Records, covering the New Testamation of the Japan Bible Society, ment_ and 12 books of the Old. are
stz.led "Nippon Seisho Kyokwai", now available. These are used
machines
through which it will hereafter with the reproducing
function in that country. The furnished by the United States
Government Volumes and, records
Christianchurches in
alike are offered to the blind in
anniversary
the first complete Japanese Bible. the United States at a uniform
The Bible` Society's work in price it twenty-five cents- each and
foreign countries was increased by similar prices prevail in foreign
the lifting of custom duties on lands. By this means the books
books in Mexico .and Venezuela. are put within the reach of the
Brazil, with its vast territory, is people to secure. The balance, between this and the cost price, is
Most extensive
rbe
in Latin America. "The ability of met out of the Society's funds,
this field to absorb the Scriptures which friends of. the Bible and of
is limited only by the ability of the Blind contribute fOr this specific cause.
the Society to supply them,"
W. Turner. secretary
of the Brazil agency. In practically. all_-_iaf ..Latin. America the.
who are home for a visit
Bible is obtainable only from the
supply furnished by the Bible So- from Michigan are Mr. and Mrs.
Wavil
Moody. Mr. and Mrs. Solon
cieties. Except in a few places
children, Charlie
the great port cities no stores car- Morgan and
Steele and son, Robert McCage. and
ry Scriptures.
-Miss Pauline Dunn. Kentucky • folks
The circulation in the Unipsd were glad to see them come back.
States was 'slightly more than in
Everyone was indeed sorry to
1937. The Society supplied
hear of the motorcycle accident
camps,
the
CCC
to
in which Wesley Wilson and Jadie
a Tyler were killed..
through the chaplains,
.
_total of 2.50.236 granted since...1M Congratulations . to
Eulaia
Elkins who
-given 'Only to enrollees who ash- Boyd Elkins
were
married
last
week. Their
ed for
many friends wish them happiness.'
languages are added to
Mutt
Phillips,
Cecil
Fitts and
list
in which
Society distributes the Scriptures, Miss Moela Steele were Saturday
evening guests of Miss Eva
arid under the direction of its Ver- Kimbro.
si.ms Committee the Society is conThe Pine Bluff ball -team played
stantly working on the prepara- Standing Rock Sunday and were
versions and the
tion
defeated by two scores, but come
already in use. On on Pine Bluff ware still. fur .you,
Miss Mary Ruth Houston spent
Saturday night with Miss Moela

truck-load plunged into t
from-Hongkong
in a
Many
book

1, 1939

EGG MASH 100 lb. sack $1.69
Start Mash, 100 lb. sack, $1.99
Chick Feed, 100 lb. sack, $1.69
Hen Scratch, 100 lb. sack, $1.49
/

.

for

Start Mash, 25 lb. sack
Egg Mash, 25
sack
Chick Oats, 5 Lb. sack
Hen Scratch, 25 II?. bag

29c
55c
50c
19c
47c

I.

Avondale Brand

TOMATOES 4 No. 2 cans 25c PEACHESj2 No. 2', cane 25.c

_
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COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
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Annual Spring Meeting of
sociation Takes Place in
Paducah Saturday

tie

Few One-Room Schools and
Kirksey List Not Yet
Announced
T. C. ARNETT MAKES
REPORT HERE FRIDAY
County Superintendent T. C.
Arnett Friday announced names
of teachers who have been selected to teach in Calloway county
school f..sr the forthcoming school
year.
Only in the cases of certain oneroom schools in the,, county did
Arnett withhold announcements on
names of teachers selected.
Schools and their teachers follow: Almo—Prentice Lassiter, principal; Raymond Story, Mrs. Sallie
H. Farris. Charles Baugh. R. L.
-Cooper, Mrs. Raymond Story. and
Mrs. Mary Smith,
Faxon—Holman Jones. principal;
George Hurley, Addie Beth Hubbard. Irene Brandon. Mrs. Lucille
W. Dodd, and Dove Anna Crass.
Hazel: W. V. James, principal;
Mrs. Koska Jones, Lowry Rains,
Ethel Mae PaschalL Carmon Parks.
Frances Curd, Modest Brandon,
Connie Mae Miller, Geraldine Milstead. and Murl Jones.
Jeffrey.
Grove: Buren
Lynn
principal; Modest Jeffrey. Bobbie
R. Grogan. Ann Herron. Eula Mae
Doherty, Modell Miller, Dulcie Mae
Swann, Mrs. Delton Dodds. and
Opal R. Hale.
New Concord: Ernest Titer, principal;, L. E. Hurt. Robbie Mae Williams, Dale Parker. Lee Warren
Fox, Mrs. Juna Wilson, and Win.
nit. C. McCuiston.
Kirksey: Heart Darnell. J. H.
Walston, Mrs. J. H. Walston, Dallas Lancaster. Lurwin Swift, Nellie
Ruth Jcnes, and Gladys Darnell.
Coldwater: Buford Hurt. principal; Velma Gray Douglas, and
Marelle Lipford Morris.
In one- and two-room schools,
the following instructors were selected: Blakely, Chrystella Palmer; Brooks Chapel. Clyde Jones:
Cherry, Lourelle W. Forrest; Edge
Armstrong; Elm
Hill, Rebecca
Grove, Ruby M. Roberts: East
Shannon. Hall IVfcCuiston: Heath,
Leon Burkeen, Kirks Ridge, Rose
Henry; 'Landon, Hallene Smith;
Mureile
Macedonia.
Ciendenon:
New Providence, Marie Wall Miller: Palestine, Otho Winchester;
Russell Chapel, R. C. Stewart;
Rosin Ridge.• Elizabeth Adams;
Spring Creek. Mrs. Ruby Miller;
Thompson, Bessie Pattcn; Utterback‘ Ruth 0. Crider, and 3,4cCuiston, Mrs. Marguerite Webb.
Teachers for 2-room schoolei are
Milton Henry and Celia Miller.
Backusburg: Alvis-- Colson and
Inell Walston, Dexter; Mrs. Lola
Rye and Mrs. Estelle V. Outland,
Outland: Pauline S. McCoy and
Mary -E. Hopson. Pottertown; and
Guy Lovins and Estelle McDougal,
Vancleave.
Eina Ingram Conner Will teach
the Pine Bluff colored school and
Lorain Miller will instruct the
Pleasant Hill colored school.

Paid
Wool
Feed
bin

NMI
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Vernon Trevathan Heads Organi- Date For Operations Is Set for
sation at Lexington; Group is
July 15 by Oil Company
Composed of Many Countians
In Charge
At an informal dinner recently
at Lexington, an organization
known as the Western/Kentucky
Club was formed, the/purpose of
which will be to affiliate itself
with visiting Western Kentuckians
in that loc,,ty and make them
welcome.
Vernon/L.' Trevathan. a Calloway county youth who is presently
connected with the state Agricultur51
Conservation
Association,
as elected president of the organization:* Elvis Wrather, brother
Of M. 0. Weather and formerly of
near Lynn Grove, was chosen vicepresident: and Mrs. V. B. Castleberry, also tof this county, was
selected secretary-treasurer.
Among those attending the dinper, many of them from Calloway.
were Carey Anderson, Lynn Grove,
and Louise Perkins, Lexington:
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan,
Calloway: Clay Copeland, Dexter.
and Miss Dorothy Smith, Bardwell: Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Wrather,
Calloway; Mr. and Mrs. John Bondurant, Marshall; Jones Reeves
Davie, Fulton: Vernon Trevathan,
Calloway,- and Violet Aswerns,
Grant county.
President Trevathan immediately
upon assuming his post as head
of the organization, issued an invitation to all visitors to Fayette
county to get in touch with some
member of the organization, who
would show them over the city
and make them feel at home.

Genella McKinney
Is Dead at Cherry

Cemetery Meeting
Not to Be Held

16-Year-Old Dmighter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Melfirmey Dies
Thursdag, at Parents' Home
•
Miss, oenella
McKinney, 16,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
McKinney of near Cherry, died at
her home Thursday after a threeweeks' illness.
Miss McKinney was a member
of the Cherry Corner Missionary
Baptist church. Funeral services
were conducted at Cherry
ner, and burial followed Friday in
the Outland cemetery.
Survivals are Miss McKinney'.
parents; Five sisters. Mrs. Lola
Hutchens, Cottage 'Grove, -Tenn.,
Mrs. Flora Goins, Lancaeter, Ky.,
Mrs. Anna Gray, Princeton, Miss
Vernet( McKinney and Miss Thelma Fay McKinney. both of home:
anl three brothers, Elbert, Earl,
and W. D. McKinney.

Hutson Elected
Official of W. Ky.
Dental Association

TO FOLKS WHO

STRETCH THEIR DOLLARS*
.4-t=
t..
s
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• HANNA'S GREEN SEAL Is
this most economical point
that money [OR bry.

you invest your money in paint get all the facts.
We invite you to compare,.Hanna's Green Seal with other
paints . .. And after you make the comparison you will
discover that Green Seal will give you greater value for
your paint dollars . . . that it covers and protects more
surface and sltil tve more satisfactory service throughout.
the years.
Wore

el •

‘AANNA's
GREEN'SEAL PAINT
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
East Depot' Street

Phone 262

ANNUAL SINGING TO
BE HELD JUNE 26

To Seek Office asState Ag. Chieftain

Oil drilling operations in the
Farmington area will be started
about July 15, M. S. Lake, manager of the Mayfield Oil Company,
said today.
Already -the oil Company has
completed leasing a block or more
than 5,000 acres in the Farmington
community and the initial drilling
will be nrth of the town of I
Farmington.
Several
Mayfield
business men have a one-fourth in
terest in the first well.
Mr. Lake said titles- are being
checked and preliminary plans
made
The oil development in
the southeastern part of Graves
county.
A specific report on the area
prepared by Dr. W. R. Jillson,
former state geologist, recommends
the Farmington region as highly
favorable for oil. *

Ruskjer to Speak
At Hazel Sunday
To

Discuss Four Horsemen
Revelations in Text To
Begin at .7:30

of

"Who are .the Horsemen of Revelation 6" will be the subject of
Eld. S. A. Ruskjer in a lecture to
be given in the Hazel high School
auditorium Sunday at 7:30. school
officials announced today.
Gospel singing will be fed by
Floyd Scott, one of the Mason hospital
nurses, and stereopticon
slides will aid in the song presentation, it was made known. The
hospital
woman's quartet composed of Misses Evelyn DeBooy,
Esther Klasen, and Mildred and
Catherine Gatten, will also be
heard on the program.
According
to
hider - huskier
who is business - manager of the
Mason hospital, the horsemen of
Revelations will be illustrated on
large hand-painted, charts.

In 1935, he was elected to the post of State representative from
Lyon and Marshall counties and was reelected In 1937. He has been
a precinct committeeman, a member of the Lyon County school 'board,
and a traveling salesman. Hs is a brother to Dr. Eurie Wall of Golden
Membera- 7-ed the Miller' gravePond, and Mrs. L. Finney, Murray, is a sister of his. H. E. Wall, Murray, yard committee this week called
off the meeting scheduled to be
is a cousin.
held there June 10 because, they
Mr. Wall's formal announcement and his elucidation of his plat- said, roads leading to the cemetery were well nigh impassable.
form follows:
The Rev. J. W. Holsapple, TemTO THE VOTERS OF LYON, CALLOWAY, TRIGG, AND CALD- ple, Tex., resident of Calloway
.
WELL COUNTIES:
county more than 60 years ago,
was scheduled to address an audiI hereby announce my candidacy for State Senator, subject to the enco--there. His parents and sevDemocratic primary, August 5, 1939. I wish first to thank the people eral other of his relatives are
of this district for the generous support they have always given me. buried there.
as the majority of voters in every precinct in the respective counties
In 'Shelby county. 4-11 club
Sheep records cenvInced J. R. members own 53 heed of registered
involved have cast their ballots for me for State Representative.
Dorton. Johnson county, that strict cattle from high-producing purebred strains.
•
I have, tried to be honest and faithful to the trust you gave me, and culling makes ewes pay best.
have tried to do a good job for all the yeelple-of Kentucky. I only silt
you to remember the conditions as they were when we were elected
and compare conditions now, and - consider whether they justify your
vote in the coming election.
When we went into office you had no old age pension, you had no
rural workers and no primary law, that the people might decide for
themselves who should be their nominees for State offices. Your Penal
and Charitable institutions were in bad condititn, nearly the worst
in the country. I have worked as hard and faithfully 'as any member
of the Legislature in bringing about reforms.
I voted that you could have $3,000,000 old-age pensions. $2,000,000
for rural road fund and $300,000 extra for better hospitalization for the
State's insane. These had never been voted before. I voted that school
teachers of the State be paid the largest per capita that has ever been
paid.

John Key t President of Event
To Be Ilea at Murray
State College
Murray's annual Big Singing in
the Southent Harmony mode wilt
take place Sunday. June 26, in the
vast auditorium hall of Murray
State College, beginning, promptly,
at 10 o'clock and continuing
'throughout the day, John Key,
chairman, said today.
Group songs will feature the
period between 10 and 11 o'clock.
,,.% the duration of which time Dr.
ill Mason. Mason hospital surgeons, will address the audience.
He will be followed by a' ladies
quartet from the hospital in a sacred number.
At noon. Murray College Presi'dent James H. Richmond will extend his and the college's wellwishes to the singers,- and, the assembly will adjourn for luncheon.
Mayor 'George Hart will welcome
the singers at 1 o'clock, and the
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, Murray pastor of the First Methodist church,
will Speak at 2 o'clock. At 3 in
II s. CLEVELAND
the afternoon, the Rev. Sam P.
Martin,
of the
First
Baptist
-After a record—of three years'
successful management of the State church here, will speak.
All speaking engagements will
Fair. as well as a lifelong active
be interspersed
with Southern
interest in farm organization and harmony songs, President Key
rural problems. H. S. Cleveland. said.
of Henry County, has announced
Suit'fillba IlAnd
his candidacy for Commissioner of
Agriculture, subject to the action
Paducah—Hearing
in the TVA's
of the Democratic Party in the
su" to Condemn a '400-acre tract
Kentucky priniary, August 5.
owned by Louis A Vogel. Marshall c.untv. Monday was contin•
'1,,Al until - June 26. Hearings- tad
Strawberry Shipments
bc:n held three days last week.
Vogel is seeking -$50,000 for the
PADUCAH—Forty
cars
of
strawfarms which contains an extens_
berries were shipped from the five ive quarry from which limestone
loading platforms of the McCracken will be taken for ...construction of
County Growers Association Fri- the $112,000,000 dam. Vogel reday night, Barger and Golightly, hised 'TVA's offer of $18,000.
sales agents. reported. The shipTwo tile drainage systems in
ment brought the total to 210 carLinooln county called for the inloads.
stalling of 1,700 4-inch tiles.

1

688 Executed in Spain
MADRID—It was officially ans week that the Nanounced
tionalists' s pecia 14y constituted
councils of war and permanent
military tribunals had sent 688
pe.rsons before_ firing squads since
the fall of Madrid March 28

KODAKS to LOAN
—at—

LOVES STUDIO
North Fourth Street

Now You Can Get A "Better" Loaf of
"Aunt Betty" Bread Delivered Promptly In
A Specially Designed New 1939
Ford V-8 Truck

Toll bridges of West Kentucky, you remember, charged as high
as 85 cents a car and these have been reduced to 30 cents. You were
paying from $7.50 to $40 for auto licenses and for licenses for-farm.
trucks. These have been reduced to $5.

Aunt- Betty
BREAD

You were paying 3 per cent Sales Tax on the necessities we took
off you who needed this money most. Nob.. only have we done this as
our part as your Representative, we have paid in round numbers $8.000.000 each,ear on the State debt, until at the end of this administraOffices Peoples Savings Bank BldgThe largest dry-dock in the tion, the 'state will be out of debt. At the beginning of this administraworld is at the Boston Navy Yard; tion Ihis debt was $25,000,000.
PHONE 71—Res. 669
its length is 1,162 feet.'
I introduced a bill reducing the tax on chattel mortgages on personal property from $2.00 to one dollar so now you pay $1.00 for having any mortgage recorded up to $20000 while you were paying $2.00
and this was being paid by people who were nterbr the least able t6
pay. We placed - this tax on larger incomes and things that are not
necessities of life.

'c

nn

Volume CVII; No.22

West Kentucky To Drill-19r Oil
Club is Formed
AtzFarmington

Roy Munford, publisher of the
Union County Advocate, of Morganfield, was elected president of
the West Kentucky Press Association at the spring meeting,. held
Saturday at Hotel Irvin Cobb.. He
succeeds Joe 0. LaGore. managing editor of The Paducah SunDemocrat.
John S. Neal. editor of the Mur=
ray Ledger & Tines, was elected
vice - president, succeeding Mr.
Munford. Murray K. Rogers, editor of the Paducah Press, was reelected secretary and treasurer.
The newspapermen attended an
informal session in the forenoon,
and at noon were guests of The
Sun-Democrat at a luncheon. The
election of officers at the afternoon session followed an address
by Rev. W. 0. Parr, district representative of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation. He pointed
out that newspapers plah an important part in the development
of the life of the family because
it goes into practically every
home. He urged - that the press
give more thought to the support
JOE L.'WALL
of movements resigned to,promote interests of agriculture, and to
Representative Joe L. Wall, Eddyville, announces formally his cangive attention to rebuilding the
rural church to its place of import- didacy for State Senator fr6m Lyon, Calloway, Trigg, and, Caldwell
ance in rural life.
counties in the forthcoming August primary.
The group voted to authorize
the new president to select the
Born in the Faxon community of Calloway county, Mr. Wall atmeeting. place for the fall session
tended the community schools of Calloway. His higher education came
of the association.
through experience only, he says.

Dr. V. A. Stilley, Jr.. orthodontist, was elected president of the
Southwestern Kentucky District
Dental Society at the spring
meeting held at 6:30 Wednesday
night at the Hotel Irvin Cobb. Dr.
Stilley • has served the organization as secretary for the last seven
years.
Other officers elected are Dr.
In Cumberland county, a goal Woodfin
Hutson. Murray,. vicehas been the building of better president: Dr. L. L.
Dttley. secrefencing over large areas.
tary and treasurer; and Dr. J. N.
Dismukes. trustee.
Dr. Erret Pace presented the
program, giving a paper on "Oral
R. HALL HOOD
Infection::
Twenty members -attended..
Attorney-at-Law

•IMO

a year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
$1 4n a year elsewhere III
•••'' the State of Kentucky.
e9
a year to any address
11,'"'"' other than above.

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon June 1, 1939

COUNTY TEACHERS J. S. Neal Selected JOE L. WALL ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY
ARE ELECTED FOR As W1KPA Official FOR STATE SENATOR; GIVES PLATFORM
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to its Advertisers

•

and

FORD V-8
TRUCKS
Co-operate
To Give You

If you will elect gne for your State senator this time. I will go
with experience, which you know-will be worth a great deal, and' with
the promise to honestly and faithfully work for the best interests of
my district and for the State of Kentucky.
s
I know that it is easy for one who is a candidate to make promises
and I do not care to make any I know I cannot fulfill but I wduld
like to see further progress in freeing the toll bridges. more money for
Old-age pensions, larger appropriations for the State's needy; better
pay for school teachers. better appropriations for State Colleges. I believe these things can be met without further taxation ,and of the money
saved that will not have to be paid on debts, and with the interest
saved and proper management, we can have things that are needed,
with more work for people who will want to work on highways, will
have better roads.
Now if these things meet your approval and you want this kind
of government, I will greatly appreciate your vote and influence in
the coming election and will promise you I. will use every ounce of
energy and ability I possess to serve you well.
Respectfully submitted.
Pol. Adv.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation to our friends and relatives
for the kindness and sympathy
shown us during the death of our
dear husband and son. Jadie
Tyler, who departed this life May
21, 1939.
We also want to thank Rev. Lester E. Eason. Brother Matheral of
Bell City, and the Churchill Funeral Home for services rendered.
Especially do we thank our friends
tif Paducah and all the others' for

JOE L. WALL
the beautiful flowers. May God's
richest blessing rest upon each of
you is our prayer.
Mrs. Jadie Tyler, Elmus Tyler
and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
"John Tyler.
Search for Gold
Benton—Search for buried gold
in Marshall county received
petus this week as Hobert York.
route I. is reported to have found
five $20 gold pieces 'in an old
stohe cream jar while he was
plowing his garden this week.

" -

Better
Service!
You'll enjoy the delicious Flavor of every loaf
of "Aunt Betty" Bread delivered to your grocery
promptly to Insure freshness.
Wrapped in an air tight wrapper its Freshness f- ind Goodness remain the same as at the time
it left the oven, Be Sure and Try this Better Loaf
of Home Made bread the next time you order
and support one 'of your major home industries.
We also Specialize in Cakes, Pies, Pastries, and
special orders.
.
mu

To Truck Users:
We would like to call' your attention to this
specially adapted new 1939 Ford V-8 Truck of
the Murray Baking Company. Whatever 'your
truck problem is, we can assure- you, we can give
you more value for your money in a Ford Chassis,
with .eithei a regular oil specially designed body.
Let us give you an estimate on your requirements.

Murray Baking Co.

STOKES - SMITH
MOTOR CO.

"A Murray Institution"

"Watch the Fords Go By"

North Third St.

Phone 79

East Main Street — — — —

— Phone 170
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Dexter News

fields. There is relief work of
various kinds, coinmeWal positions with department sIbres, and
many other branches of this wide
field. In dietetics alone there' is
a great -- range of opportunity for
the young- woman who is quaillied, in hospitals, hotels, and resAnd finally, there is
taurants.
radio and newapaper work, an in.
-lent and interestcreasingly impel
ing vocation for the expert in
home emeneinleas
_
The girl must be willing to
put in e period of apprenticeship
under an experienced person if
she expects to receive recognition. For today we need people
nit h17nly trained for their particular jobs, ut with practical ex. .
pehence in addition to their tech
Meal to:aiming.
To make a success of her job,
the home economies graduate must
thatha
sential to success in any field. Dependability, trustworthiness, responsiveness, and cooperation are
Personal appearall important
ance, too, must be considered. as
well as poise, ease in the manner
at meeting people, and above all,
the ability to use her education
by applying theory in a practical manner.

Across the River I

Consolidation, of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and The
Our little rieighborhOed .experaBryon Fergerson of Detroit is
Times-Hereld. October 20, 1928
enced a thrill' of excitement last
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Publishing
Calloway
Company,
Inc.
Published by The
week when Mrs. Bryant hones,
Smith, also their son, Horace
'North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
after ailing several days, went to
Clyde Smith tf Akron. O.. is to be
with them for about two weeks. •
Murray and was told by doctors
Publishers
R. K Itslisloan and John S. Neal
that she had smallpox and her
Mrs
Ctynt
Daugherty
and
Editor.and Advertising Manager
John S. Neal
home
.was quarantined. Since.then
daughter. Julia Ann. visaed: in
Old and young have been vaccin.
, as second class mail matter. Padheah_leat week-end with .het.
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray. Kentucky
ated, for risen- "ye scribe' had hadhusband Who is now
•I
a slight chance. It is thought that
Paducah
- Mrs. Emma Jones has already conMr. and Mrs. Ted Bedwell and
MEMBER
tracted the disease, too.
daughter. Judy, of Detroit, are
now visiting Kr. and Mrs. John
ACTIVE
Rariibler. the Chatterbox's hubby
Andrus. and also htr Andrus' sisthinks the wife quarrels even better, Mrs. Berne Jeffrey of Deter than the school rearm did since
troit,
she now has only him to reform,
Mr. eel 'Mrs. J. P. Barefield of
whereas she once had a classroom
Paducah_ Ma. and Mrs. Altin Hop41‘1117/0 JIAVAlit
full.
kins and son: east of Dexter. were
F. H. Spiceland and sons and
Subscription Rotes:-In First Congressional District and Henry and Sunday guests if' Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond McCuiston pass early and
Stewart Counties. Tenn., $1.00 a year: Kentucky. $1.50: Elsewhere $2.00- Rbosevelt Mathis.
market,
Calloway
County
Adverthung Rates and Information about
late since starting farming in Cum- Mrs. Catherine Buttenskey and
GEORGE GLENN HATCIIER
furnished upon application.
berland bottom, though they live
son of Detroit spent part of last
We reserve the right to reject any advertnang, letters to the Editor, week with Mrs. Hayden Walsturs
near Pine Bluff.
George Glenn Hatcher. of Ashor Public Voice items, whIch in our opinion is not for the best interest
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford- Curd and
land. Boyd County, Deputy Clerk
I
'visited
in
Calloway
Friday
of our readers.
family have moved to Tiptonville
t and Saturday. Had my me- of the Kentucky ,Chart of Appeals,
to make their home.
chanic brother, Rittney, fin a ear who announced - his candidacy for
Mr, and Mrs. Kennon Woodall
window that wouldn't roll down the Democratic nomination for
and children of East Almo spent Lionel Barrymore and Lew Ayres in "Calling Dr. Kildare" for
it's getting too warm for "close- Secretary of State, on April 8,
Sunday evening with Mr. and
1939, filed his "Notification and
ups,"
starting today at the Varsity Theatre.
Mrs, Cloys Hopkins.
Declaration" papers with the SecWas sorry to hear of Hoyt McMrs: Prank Harsh' ind children
retary of State Mondays May 22.
Although it came net without warning, the Department of Revenue's of New Providence spent a week
y
to him We are having a sand- Clure's baby having to undergo an He was the first man to announce
The Martin county effember of
operation.
Hospital
bills
are
somewith
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
storm
today.
ba'sten
Monday.
May
h2,
and
real
agate
Calloway
county.'
taxes
on
strawdecision
to
raise
recent
this office, and tie is now of- aalerearcs distributed_
for
Frank Starks.
is our first hot winds of the sea- thing we common folks can ill ficially in the race.
berry plants annals 4-1I club mems
per cent and en tangible personal property by 30 per cent was both
Lewis Ernstberger who has been
bers.
son or ever at this time of year. afford.
disappoueing and 'without apparent justification.,
seriously ill is now improving at
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lohins sat
Hello folks! liope everyons is
Wheat looks sick altheugh everythis
writing.
reason
-why
taxo
no
obvious
up
at
the
we
can
see
bedside
.
of
John
apparent
because
Bell
We say
feeling fine.
We had a much
Mrs: Henrietta Jones is able to needed rain here Sunday. The rain one is making ready combines for Darnell Friday night. Me Darnell,
already burdensome should have been merle moreso.--tsspecially singebe up part of the time at this stopped the ball game for a while the harvest which looks small now. who is seriously ills is athe 'Steplit) such hecommenciation came frem the Fiscal Court. a body which writing.
but we needed the rain the most.
One can see farmers busily pleat- father of the young Reverend TillVeineil and Vida Mathis were
-- should know if'anyone dites whether it could continet to meet obligeI saw George Bell at the riaer ing. running tractors day and man Taylor, pastor of Concord
in
Dexter
Sunday
evening.
,
-tiCectS CM the same tax basis under which it has been operating.
Sunday. He is an old timer night covering the little pellets. Church of Christ,
Counsey 'of Akron 0..
The conunianities surrounding
.Notwithatanding its distinct constitutional right to raise assessments is visiting his . parents. .Mr. and around here but lives in Paducah You know this is National Cotton
By PlICULTY EXPERTS of
New Concord are keenly disapnow.
Week.
in any county at its discretion. the State government Should have been hdrs. L. B. Coursey.
ThsiUNIVERfaITY of LOUISVILLE
pointed since they 'Wear that Mr.
There is a host of old friends
Most
of
the
county
schools
are
Word has been received here
considerate-enough to have heard a representative grouppont the county
neighbors in from Detreit out for vacations. Childress city and Mrs. Lowry Rains are no'comPaducah that Marvin 'Hunt and
in question and-- ins have discussed the matter liberally and .freely-trent
now'.. Among them are Charlie schools clehed Friday and the kid- ing back next school term. , Mr. THE PROIESSION Of HOME
is married.
ECONOMICS
.
before it madeharir'decision involving so potent au ensue_
- Louise Tarry who has been ill Steele and son, Edward: Mr. and dies recethe their report cerds and Mrs. Rains have been wonIn best positihn to know the status of Calloway county's funds and for sometime and has been in Mrs. Soren Morgan and children. today (May 22) m will soon know derful assets to tire neighborhood.
By Mrs. Zelma K. Jenks,
Clifford Blaloek freilar"Tteltoit•
Mr, and, Mrs. Wavel Moody., Miss
,
(
.)&airy' ein the affairg of gonernment d the Murray. has returned-to her home. Pauline Dunn. Mrs. Fronie Watts where they stand in the great spent a few days visiting with Calthe measures, necessahaiot
Head of the Depactment of Home
school of education. Some here
Mrs. Robert
Roberson
a,n d
Fiscal Court-.
have to ride 32 miles to schota or loway relatives .this week. Oury Economics, -College of Liberal Arts
daughter of near Smithland. vis- and others.
pass all county expendi- ited - Mr. and Mrs. Will Roberson,
Mason Canady -has returned 64 miles- each day for an educa- Lovins is putting in as many hours
- Through its bands and uIdgr
Home economics training preMrs. Nina Crouse of Murray has home after a week's visit on 'the. tion but we have the best in buses on the farm now as he used to pares the girl for the greatest votures and all county revenues. The-balanstng of,. the •counfy budget is
side
of
the
county.
northwest
for Mr. Ford.
and drivers.
cation' of ah, that of being a good
its responsibility alone. We bane reeserneehelieve it has theater handled been visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
•
The game wardens have been
Was so sorry • to hear of these hoinemaker, and no matter what
Richard Thorn.
Childress County celebrated its
its funds wiielys and economically.
Mrs. James Edwards spent Sun- making it hard on the rnusselers ghats anniversary last July and it boys bein_g killed in that motor- vocation on..woman enters she will
ere . rtilly. -We think- it is a is planning another event this cycle accident, though I did not some time or other play a part
- We understand rettalatyfflat the request odedtaceud1disOt day with Mrs.
in the 'home. Furthermore, pose
There were many old- know either.
tame as a proposal either sanctioned or approved b3e, the Fiscal Court. , Mrs.,Fred Pritchett is visiting shame to make our bays buy Ii- year.
In . Tennessee.
tenses and the boys in Tennessee timers present who helped organHope June with its hses . and /ions in an almost endless number
Whatever its sponsorship, it was a move.the worthathar, et which
J. L. Cleaver. ais spending ge free as both groups NVOIX Uri ize the county and town who had weddings will he a brighter month saf: fields are open to -the young
hos
.
questionable.
the week with Mr. and
Mrs, the same bed and sell shells to the been here years before. than the past few have been. Folks woman trained in home economics.
George
Linn.
this
he
we
same man. It can't' be fair!
She may qualify as a 'teacher in
In the. issue of the Ledger & Times lers May 11 of
The Government Shelterbelt boys will be registering to vote ainyway
.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jess
Humphreys.
Walter
Elkins
has
been
sick
Mrs.
the subjects for which she has
are seen very busy setting soon.-Chatterbox.
earned a front-page news story to the effect that a contemplated blan
.MrsrWorthy Humphreys. Mrs Ed- but is lots better at this writing. trees for soil protection as this is
prepared:
there are government
• raise in-stive assessment pf taxable property would be considered by
Millie Alexander. all of,
jobs open to her in the Bureau of
Mrs. Rey Scarbrough is still all open country and the eye can
declared
,
that
the State Tax ‘Ceimmission in Frankfort on May 19. and
Mayiked. were Sunday, evening eery ill in a hospital in Paris. , travel for 20 miles across counHome Economics in Washington,
. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleafor example, or in the varieus•dethe Coremiseiona iseuld hear argurr.ents, at that time from people whe guests of.
Old Crip spent last Saturday try. The Government is plantver.
partments
that the
individual
night in the Mason Hospital, but ing trees for our protection.
were opposed to -theotroposal.•
Miss Norma Bean Thorn spent
states
require
maintain which
a fiddle.'
Thanks for everything,
We understood local.. officials meant to protest the move, and we Sunday night' with Miss Dortha now I am "fit as
workers
trained
in
home
ecotidifilea
Miss Fay Roberts has gone to
Mrs. L. L. Parker, '
recorrunended privately that the then recently organized Chamber ,of Dale "Cleaver.
Louisville to a TB sanatorium.
Kirkland. Texas, R. 1
twiner Calloway Coentlan is
Mrs. Er•nest Brush'
of hisiar Ed- We hope she is soon better.
Commerce lend its- assistanCe,to whatever effort lwas instituted.
Buried at Sinking
and
her
mother.
Mrsh-Jim
dyville
Heiman
leihaiter
is
lots
county
Mrs.
` perhaps a telegrari'i ho al senator or rePresentative from this
_ tipririg Cemetery..
s
Roach of ,Detroit, called on frien
Parente..
theWho
Were
'His
was
able
to
be
at
better
azd
-.might have been effective: but. senators or representatives should use here Saturday.
13inff Sunday.
Funeral services were- held- at111.-11e's 95, he marchotheir-inffnenee-ass-they-sconsiskir- wise- in behalf or their consuluentxPehl• Darnell-'of - Bhnten
Mr-end Mrs. Thomas Lamb. Mr.
spent. Saturday with her mother. and Mrs.. Finis Collins spent Sim- ed with Sherman to the sea, and Sinking Spring church in Cahv.ithont having to be asked.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Taylor of day with's-Mr. and Mrs. Vernon because, Memorial Day is devoted loway county. - Sunday at 4 p. m.
.
If a pretest were ever lodged wits2B- ,the State Tax „Commission,
to memories, he hoped that some for William Jackson Crouch. 68. Just as the lighthouse flashes
Almo spent Sunday with 14. and Cunningham.
ther from any individual or trent -any Path'srePresh"shhalf- we hare Mrs. Harvey Copeland.
Paris. who died early Sunday. friendly washing to sailors, OS)
one might yet recall the little boy
- -•We will be baekaktent week.
A resident ef Grove Street, in Nature sends out headaches, bad
who followed a firemen's parade
-no knowledge iof. it.
'Clint Skaggs and family' arid
hassa
-Old Crip and lost his identity about 90 Paris, Mr. Crottch was a native breath, biliousness. Which o f t en
Perhaps we hahe beer, negligent as much 'eas anyone in that we Mae Woodall attended, graduation
years ago. •
of Calloway county, the son of warp of constipation.
night.
, did not. take it upon 'ourselves to 'file a protest" to -Frankfort when we exercises at Murray
Folks knew him as Ben Frit- Abner and AtTaline Ray Crouch. Too
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph f Murmany misunderstand or neglect
man. That's the name they gave He was married twice. first to
first heard of -the proposal. representihg,ethe people ot'Calloway county ray and Mrs. Rudolph of Murray
him at the orphanage after the the former Miss Jessie Hunt, who those symptoms and thereby may
as we do.
spent Sunday with Mr. and M.
parade disbanded and the little preceded him in death, and in 1912 invite a host hf constipation's othMay we say that we will, support the Fiscal Court o\any other Curtis Copeland. -,
boy knew fearfully that he was to the former Miss Gertie Nance. er disoomforts: sour stomach, belchClay
Copeland
is
visiting
with
Kirkland.
Tex,
body that takes upon itself the 'task of gaining a reconsideratjb of the
ing, loss of appetite or energy.
lost.
who survives.
relatives for a few days.
May 23, 1939
What his real name was. who his
tax question. Serely the people CrLa Calloway scietety have eno h fi- :Mrs. Henry Putman and chilLast sites for Mr. Crouch. a Be wise. Take' spicy, dli Vegetable
The Ledger & Times:
place
whit
from
or
parents were,
Primitive Baptist, were conducted BLACK-DRAUGHT tonight by
dren spent part of last week in Gentlemen:
nancial burdens without adding to 1tb,
eir annual tax Problems.
he came. Fritman never knew. He
Hardin--C, A.
We surely appreciate your good recalled the -parade was in New by Eld. C. M. Scott, Primitive simple directions and clear your
Baptiat minister, with interment bowels gently, prom pus', thoroughly,
paper.
.
York City.
following in the church cemetery. This
My husband, Lawrence Parker.
intestinal tanicslaxative helps
Survivors include his wife, two
lived in Calloway county_ when a,
give tone to lazy bowels.
Mayfield, Ky.
In Taylor county. all farmers daughters. Mrs. Mitchell Hart. and Its long life
child and has been back on a visit
and popularity testify
Carter, and one
several times, and he really"enjoye raising ton Utters of hogs have Mrs. Cornelius
to BLACK-DRAUGHT'S merit.
son, Fred Crouch.
i your paper It's like a visa home sowed rape
While the eyes of a conscientious world Tuesday looked toward
Health i' orseasonably good around
the war-hungry capitals- of Germany. Italy. and J.qihz peace-loving here. Mrs. Jane Clayton -has been
American citizens paid tribute to Amerman sons who dk4 on historic very low. but 'is thought to be a
little' better at tiel
battlefields both foreign and at home. s.
Mrs. --Anna Morr . visited Mrs.
\
Paid tribute to them not as symbols of a cause they deemed Wall Taylor Sunday nd attended
Wm
heroics but as men who but for the tragedy of an idea calld,
cgurch - at Bethlehem.
might have lived a more abundant life.
Miss Katherine .Si son
.
In the cemeteries of practically every community in America -in Clarksville. Tenn., V iSI
randmother. Mrs. Anna 'Ma
the soldiers' burying 112euncis of England and of Pnce, andotti- the
while Ciaihay- •
poppy fields of Flanders. the graves of fallen dead knew the touch of . kiss Frances Osborn „ is visit
revereet hands on Deeeration
ter, Mrs. Clifton Robins'.-.
her
Here they remembered; there- they' remembered-those who had for -a law days.
wai. qll Dog. I sure hope you
not died; remembereel• With -the ironic certitude' that on just .such a
can-have t'hgt much talked of tish
baseless 'scheme as thcalght are wars waged, two ideas in-opposition. fry this sumther and I can be there'
,
each as epheqrrar as_ a_ breath of air.
Mrs. Andrew psborn visited her
selerAnd -tar suck._ didAluise me_re.sge. Patrionsna?-herhaps-ithavat somethey _Mrs C.
_
•
diy afternoon.
thing more.
Muncie ()abort) andefarerty were
'Whatever the.heusesoi-eheir death, their lives as they are rememvisitors of his brother. Andrew
bered are magnified across -the-hpace that separates them from --u-s7"-\ Osborn, and "family receotly.
supreme- and .grand, a. picture-writing across the years.
Setting tobacco and notate slips
-he
is the chief interest here this'week.
Mr. and Mrs R D. Simpson are
girl born Saturday
let the cow harvest her own the parents of a
and -night. May 27.
sd than Pt ig' to harvest
Charles.' Richerson. Ross Gall:
id it a forkfull at a •tina-e.
-.0ebern spies .
Lege/nee ansdoseieseet- should al- more and Frietette
night with Rozelle and
ys be-sown "tOgether for several Saturday
Edmond' Brannon.
.•
(Editor s Note: This is ..,I11.:'"swis'
Mrs. Waltei- Hooper visitaf Mrs ,
varieties
.viill
i _ senshies„oL articles sireperee ns, =Is ,liaving several
Manely Smith Saturday evening._ as
increase
the
palatability
of
pinthure
county agent J. T.- Cpchran on the
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Aaslisultuial-eLtu*titiliti-. PTO-- le hve
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vrte
"
°eii• - - --- -- o
r. and Mrs."-A-- --711
2.
.
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a
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sai
iNt-.4i114.101l.
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son. Frances "Dasorn itiill Edrhond
3. Build.the soil faster hecause- !retinae --Lindy.
Too few farmers. in Callen-at
the grass will comPete With the
totin
'
are grass and- • legume • con
.- I legume ter_the. soil soatregen fore- - -—
-sCi01.23. Grasses 'and
are ing the-legumenteget nitrogen frets.
-sowed-,on the, poorer land en. the The, air.
.
.
faxm:while -the more produetive , 4. Furnialn better protection trots
land is cultivated ars coins and to- erosions' .
•
tars,•But many .farmers are be- ' 5. • Prevent leaching.of plant
The Ledger & Times Is authorware that hay -and - pas- fields,. became.- grass will take up
(..,-11¢1
tu
crops. that ,will. respond nitrogen from soil throughout the ized to announce the following
candidates. subject to the action of
'
to
nt, and that it is cheaperwinter.
the Democratic, primary, Saturday,
On-the Agricultural Conservation August 5. 1939.
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•
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Pine Bluff News

CHOOSE
THE
BIGHT JOB

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but pearly
everybody reads it!,,
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William J. Crouch
Dies in Tennessee

Breath Bad, Logy?
—
You May Need Titit

DOUBLE
COLA

iday

A GREAT DRINK
A MIGHTY FLAVOR

DOUBLE COLA
, BOTTLING CO.

Soldiers on Pa4acie

.‘Hillside News

ut Wings On Your Car

\With That New
\MOTOR FUEL
(Successor To Gasoline)

Build Soil Th
ACP Way

tr

IT LUBRICATES UPPER CYLINDER PARTS
- - - Valve Seat, Valve Stem, Valve Guides, _
--- Cylinder Wall, Piston, and Piston Rings

--lesthimhs

-,

a

CREPE ssi?gs

NEW LOW PRICES

.

•
DUTCH'S
SHOE SHOP

Political 4_
Announcements

And talking about Smooth Action--say, have you tried that
760 Motor Oil? For a real three point landing, slip on some
Firestones or Gillettes. And while we're at it, why not let us get
the spring fever out of your car—drain out the anti-freeze, wtiih
and polish it till it looks like a new mirror—and grease it alia
don't let us forget to adjust those brakes.

Gas and ()il Exclusively from

JAtKSON PURCHASE
PHONE 208

With that
D-X Motor Fuel and 760 Motor-Oil you will get
the greatest pleasure out of your motoring.

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL co.

•
•T4164.1

4
1480414.441,
44

•
7

S.

•4.

All Gilbertsville Dam Official
Cars and Trucks Use
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"Democratic Bob" Williams is
Hale and Hearty at Hundred

DR 1. W. CARR
50 YEARS AGO

Phony's Gnini 011dl Dem
Mumee's Gyula Y©g Mtn

Cedar Knob News 'Standing Rock Again
Victor Over -Bluffers
The setting of tobacco is the

00

chief object' of industry here this
With rain again being a detided
week.
(Editor's Note: The
Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson element of fate in the downfall of
following 1900 he was elected representative
the
Pine Bluff baseball team,
story taken from the Greenville from Hopkins County and again
and children, Mrs. Mary Housden
Morning
Herald, published
at in 1910-e2 and 1912-14. His most
and children and Mrs. Jessie Sim- Standing Rock held- a 4-2 cognt - over, the Bluffers-when the game
Greenville. Tex.. on April 30, 1939, outstanding political activity was
mons were in Murray Monday.
will possibly be of interest to in 1908, when he was in the run• Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden was called in the seventh framemany in Calloway. The Mr. Wil- off Governor's race against T.
and children of Buchanan. were en the tilt played at Pine 'Bluff
liams featured in the aritale is M. Campbell. He has held pubTuesthy night guests - et Mr. and Sunday afternoon.
The lather-in-law of John E. Wil- lic office in Hopkins County for
Mrs. Andrew Housden of near .-With both teams pushing across
two runs each - in _their first trip
kins, who was reared In this coun- 26 full years; serving in vacious
Providence.
ty, but who has made Greenville capacities from Justice of the
Mary Lucille' Simmons was a to the platter, the game was a
Peace to Legislator. When he athis home for some forty years.)
Wednesday guest of her aunt, deadlock until the sixth when the
Relatives to the number of from tempted to retire in 1932 at the
Mrs. Jessie Simmons, and Mrs.. visitors pushed a tally across and
again in the seventh to win the
50 to 100, to say nothing of hun- age of 93, the majority of voters
Eva Hutson.
•
',P dreds of his friends from through- wrote his name on the ballot for
Betty Jo _Lux and Mary MitchL ball game.
Orville Thurman, getting,. beck
out Texas. started gathering at Justice of the Peace.
Wettneshy' morning
were
into the Bluff lineup for the first
Cturiby, Hopkins County, Saturday,
guests of Mrs.- Ruby Dick.
A small, spry gentleman, the
to de honor to one of the mostre- centenarian likes to wear his ConDr. Hale of Murray wee called time in quite a while. dieptayed
markable men the state has ever lesieesae uniform, smoke cigars,
Wednesday -afternoon to see Mrs. geed form on -the field and pro-known—Major N.. R. Bob(t -Wil- and spurns these who insist he use
Jolirthie" Simi:node' .who is very ceeded to pound out 2 timer eat.
Melten hit, for a single and L.
liams, who will celebrate his 100th a car to make his daily : trips to
sick at preeent.
birthday today. The celebration town. He is as interested in the
Mrs. Pauline Lassiter and 'Mrs: _Bury connerted .for.. a double -and
started out as a "family affair' political affairs of the world today
Mary
McClure spent Thursday a single.
he Pine Bluff, Junior, newly •
but has long since gathered mo- as half a century ago, and is so,
afternoon with Mrs. Frank Lax.
formed team 'foi• the youngsters at '
mentum and no one seems to know faithful to his party that he has
who is very ill.
how many people tee expect.
the nickname of Democratic Bob.
Mrs. Lillie Freeland and daugh- the Bluff, will get into action SunThe "direaer on the ground" to- He is known to his many inti•
ter, AlMa, Were Thursday after- day at their home field when they
day at noon will be held on the mete friends and acquaintances as
noon callers of Mrs. Johnnie Sim- mix it with a club from Tennessee.. •
lawns between the homes of Ales. "Uncle Bob".
mons and children.
-4. JOANN Rebecca • Williams, the
Metier's
Clyde Mitchell and John WillMr. - Williams is the father of
daughter-in-law, and Burl Smith,
•
iams arrived here Thursday afterMrs. J. E. Wilkins, and grandhis grandson. Members of the father of Don Williams and Mrs.
noon from Detroit to spend sev- _Fay Saturday.
United Daughters of the Confeder- B. C. Curran of this city. These,
7, Mr. and Mr's. Hassel Breiwn and
eral days with home folke
acy will go to Cumby in a body 111 addition to great grandchildren
M.
Redrigteez
and baby were Sunday evening gtieets
today andwill present Mr. Willof
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wieehart,
daughter,
Esther, of Detroit, arand great-great-grandchildren from
iams with a huge birthday cake
Robert Ellis and Hubert Dick
rived here Thursday to spend a
throughout this section, as well as
with its 100 candles. Mr. Williaine
few weeks with her mother, Mrs. were among several from this loOklahoma, Arkansas and as far
ire is one of two survieing members
cality who attended the singing
Monnie Mitchell of Macedenia.
await-as Center-Ma and Florida.
of Joseph E. Johnston Camp 267,
Mrs. Ada Weatherspoon is very Stinday at Benton.
will be at Cumby today to help
United Confederate Veterans, The
Pernie Mae. and Lucille Simmons
feeble at this writing.
"Uncle Bob" celebrate 100 Years
%
other survivor is Captain W M.
Mrs. Guthrie Osbron and son were visitors of Mrs. Louisa Mitch.
df a full life. . •
Sehoel,
Arnold, of Greenville, who is 101
principal
of
Muncie
High
Murree')
Ky.
Jean
Smith
ell
and Mary and Miss Pat , WeathRight:
Lena
SoWdere
(Mrs.
Lett
to
Front Row:
(Deceased);
of Hazel were Saturday night,
Among those who are already
years of age:
er,speon a weile Sunday afters
Jean Braffbury) 1116 E. Palmer Ave., Glendale, Calif; Etta Hill,
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Behind the Scenes in
American Business

s

Hazel Route 1

Blue Skies

NEW YORK. May 29-BUSI- on .193e. rise-rations: previously reNESS-Repti1ers last week had Ip rted profit of Chrysler Corp. for
cause to rejoice. For President 1938 was $18.798,293, General Motguaranteed ors Corp. $107.210.036
•Roosevelt. virtually
Repubcontinuance of gcivernment spend- lic Steel Co. files $7.500.000 dam. Long
ing to maintain consumer purchas- age suit-- against CIO
iog power: while trade retire' on expectE)d increase in silk hosiery
the grand scale was envisioned by instituted by three manufacturers
Otto Lorenz. management engi- as result of recent sharp advances
neer. N'ho told a National Retail in raw silk -quotations . . . EviDrygoods Association convention dence of reviving business confithat Installment selling is . paving dence seen in Apia' registration
the way for the greatest expan- of
securities
SEC
new
with
sion of credit this country has amounting to $307.754.000. comever seen. 41 ie noteworthy that pared with only $62,280.000 in
more consureerso.today are using March and,$91.289.000 in April.
installment financing to buy the 1938
. . Net loss of New York
relatively higher priced merehan- Central Railroad in 1938 was 220.-arse in which industry .has in- 154.000. highest on company's hisvested millions to create excep- tory.
tional standards' of safety and service. 'The amount • of propection
against blow-outs and skidding afforded by cheaper an-to tires, for
eitantple, cannot, be eon-spared Soo
that afforded by truly scientificalOur deepest sympathy goes out
ly designed first-line tires. With
avinage worker incense below $30 to Me. and Mrs. Connie Wilson
family and, also to
and
• a week. • the .proper expansion of
btidget. buying is becomine recog- Mrs. John Tyler in the tragic
nized as a socially and economical- deaths of their sons. James Wesly justified prerequisite .for, the ley Wilson and Jadie Tyler.
It seems we still have plenty of
meso market's purchase of .industry s ace products, whether they rain. The heavy rain fall is caus- The uorld looks bright to Ellen Drew. who rose from the ranks after
be tees, radios. auto's. refrigera- ing some of the tobacco plants to
brilliant performance in "If I Were King." She is co-starred with
tors or other merchandise. This run aeisay as the ground is too
trend is also viewed as a power- wet to prepare for setting the George Raft for the first time in "The Lady's From Kentucky," Paraweed.
mount's thrilling drama of Kentucky racing which opens on Sunday
ful force for reemployment
Fred Carrel? came very close
at the Varsity Theatre.
to having a serious accident SatWASHeNGTON - Food chain urday -morning when he fell from
-stores: with their efficient system his -house roof where he was
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH_
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
cif direct mass distri8ution. ope- patching some places. We're glad
Sunday, June 4, 1929
rate on thessineiket profit margin- to report
he snapped out of it
Pastor will preach morning and
of any of the. latirteen industries
being
without
injured.
evening. Subjects: A. M.. "THE
At the morning worship service.
studied in a-sepooireirsurvey by the
Lewis_ Cesbe went to mill at UPLIFTED CHRIST"; P. M.. 10:50 o'clock. the pastor will preach
-Securities tend. Exchange COTOTfriffTaylor's Store Saturday afternoon. "SHALL WE HAVE A BLOOD- from the text:. "He first sfindeth
sion. Less than one cent out of
Tipton McFadden has been as- I FSS GOSPEL"
his own brother Simon. and saith
every .dollar the consumer spends
sisting Ben Byars in work •lately.
Sunday School with classes for unto him 'we have foland the MesIn oebairesofood stores represents
Visits have been numerous. Miss all age; under the direction of siah.' which is. being interpreted.
profite, the, survey of financial
Clara Nance attended the singing splendid
officers and
teachers the Christ' and he brought him to
- statements showed-or-Profits take- "at 9e1 Grove Sunday.
' Mr. and meeting in separate rooms for Jesus." John 1:41-42. We have this
-BA eents out of- evert dollar spent Mrs. .L.C.:.Paschall
and Mr. and the study of the lesson.
service in preparation for our
In clepaggment stores. It was foetid.
Ben
Mrs. .Arlis. Byars visited
Training Union meets at 6:45, meeting. beginning on Sunday, June
-Among--cesaperaale-oprofit --figures
Byars and Wilily- Saturday night with
well
prepared
programs 2. Following this sermon by the
for other industries covered in the Charlet
and Doyce Morris visited suited to each union beginning pastor the monthly communion
study to date are: mail order their
uncle. Hollon Byars, and Mrs. with the Juniors.
service will be held and we request
houses. 52 cents: cane sugar reByare, Saturday nights__ Mr. and
Mid-week meeting every Wed- all the officers and teachers of
finers. 56 cents:. cigarette menuMrs. Rollin Jones and daughters nesday
evening
at
7:30.
This the Sunday Sehopl to be served at
lecturers. 8.9 sents: container man- attended,
the -singing at Oak meeting is for the entire Member- the first table. As these officers.
ufacturers, 94 cents: auto manuGrove Sunday afternoon.
ship
and
friends
whether
memand teachers come to the Lord's
facturers. 9.5- cents; farm. impleMr and Mrs. Norton Foster as- bers of the church or not.
Table we hope it will be with a
ment makers. 10.9 cents; oil re- sisted
Mr and Mrs. Collins Key in
Brief but helpful Bible study of new prayer of consecration in their
finers, 12.2 cents: beet- sugar re- setting
tobacco last week.
the lesson for next Sunday fol- hearts. finers. 123 cents: and manufacVery glad to report Leroy Kuy- lows immediately the mid-week
turers ot office • equipment. 15.3 kendall
At the evening worship hour.
is getting better after a meeting.
cents.
eight o'clock, the pastor will preach
recent illness.
A cordial invitation is extended on: "Elijah
Under the Juniper
Mrs. Arthur Todd has summer by the church to all the people
Tree." This is a sermon for the
_THINGS TO WAWCH FOR-Neon flu.
of Mureay and adjacent communi- "blues."
If you feel "down and
newspapers: -plans are - underway
Sorry to learn of Joe Miller's ties to worship here whenever opout" this sermon might help eou.
to install OTelesignsr,_ on. which not feeling so well lately of 'an portunity
affordsWe call the attention of our peolatest news events will be flashed. illness of several months. A hearty welcome awaits every ple to
the annual revival beginabove main thoroughfares of large
Mr. Tom Erwin of the Sinking one.'
ning on Sunday, June 2, with Dr.
cities . . . -Golf tees rnVe of a -Spring
vicinity • is visiting his
E. G. Hamlett, of Memphis, as our
piastre.'material • in° pastel colors children and relatives in Detroit
to match sweaters. sox or complex- and other places. Here's wishing MEMORIAL adummT CHURCH preacher and Mr. H. N." Scott as
our song laden In connection with
ions of women divot-diggers . .. this a very pleasant visit .for the
Tenth awil Main Street
our meeting we will have the VaLatest novelty in kitchen clockse-, aged man
The Sunday School opens cation Bible School, begion.ing on
a standard electric timepiece built
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Jones
into a tpapre
ntrighter eldlook and children visited- Mr. and Mrs. promptly at 9:30 a. m.
Monday morning, June 12, and conMorning Worship at 10:50-o'clock. tinuing through the meeting_ The
• for the. garbage industry as result Dick Jones Sunday.
Sermon
subject:
"WRIST
AND
sessions will last from 9 a. m. to
of a new process for making.plasMr. and Mrs. Curley Holley and
.cerir SIR ri..7" The. parents
it:30 a, in. and We desire all the
tics Orem orange, lemen and 'grape- tan and Mr. -Terry -SinollEerman THE
of
•
all
the
children
in
cur
Sunday
children of our church land others
fruit peels. . . A new gifloby-radio were Sunday afternoon- callers of
School are urged to be present. are
-serviee similar to the flowers-by- Mr. and Mrs. Dick Jones.
invited) to meet with us. We
and to sit with their children durtelegraph idea for landlubbers who
• Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carrel and ing the service. In connection hope our people will plan to attend
the revival services. We have .able
want to send a present to -sea-far- children, were afternoon visitors with the message
the pastor will
ing friends.
"
of Mr.. and .Mrs. Ben Byars and have somewhat to say about the men to lead Us in the meeting.
Our Sunday School and Voung
family Sunday.
Vacation Bible School that opens
HOT DOC "When in Rome do
"Aunt Jennie" Jones and son on the following • Monday morn- people's meetings are held each
Sunday at the regular hours and
as the Romans do- is a policy attended the -funeral and burial ing.
that the King' and Queen of services for James W. Wilson and
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock. all should avail themselves of the
England will. observe during a Jadie Tyler Monday of last week.: Please notice change in time of opportunities for culture that are
seisit to the President it his Hyde
Mr. and Mrs, Bert Wilson and the evening service. Sermon sub- afforded in these meetings.
We invite all visitors and strangPark. home. They'll eat hot dogs sons have moved near . Paris. ject: "THE.KINGDOM BROUGHT
as a part of a picnic meal there. Tenn.. recently. We regret very NEAR."
ers to meet with us. assuring them
And the hot dog is the favorite much giving them up in this
The Lord's Supper will be ob- not only of a gceg. welcome but
Arriet'lcan meat product by virtue neighborhood.-Golden Lock. .
served at the close of the evening also of a brotherly attitude in all
service. Every member of the things that pertain to-the Kingdom
of the feel that the average perchurch is expected to be present. of God.
son in this country eats. 35 a year.
Our second annual Daily VacaJ. Mack Jenkins. Pastor
-It is a major'...sales item of counttion Bible School opens at 9 a.
less roadside stands, amusement
m.
Monday.
June
5--eend-witi
conand ball park concessionneires.
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIS'
-and retail food stores. Into the ..Strawberry picking and setting tinue thee-ugh , Friday. June 16.
tills of theee rissirdiants flows an tabacco is the mode of thak mere All the childreri from 4 years of
Bible study at 9:4,57----.
church
age through 18 i7e invite4 to at- assembles for worehip The
estimated • $200009000 'from the ment here.
at 10:50 asale of 4.500.000.00T -franks" an- 1 Ervin-Janes is unimproved. Bert tend this school. Interesting pro- m. and 7:30 p.
nueliy. Hot dogs are mode from Razzell is - slowly improving. 'Aunt' grams are being prepared for all
Elder ol. 'B. Brown will be in
the same cut. of the animal as Zack Etazzell hasn't been so well the different groups. The chil- charge of services on. next Lord'sdren
always
School
enjoy
Vacation
the
past
week.
Bennie
Finney.'
corned beef, but very little of the
Wednesday evening Bible study
letter is now -made in this country, ' who has been sick, is improved at work, and there is much good to_
be derived from it. Parents who at 7:30 o'clock..
becaule the., manufacture of' hot ; this writing.
Mr.. And Mrs. Jennings Turner should like for their children to, Ladies Bible study at,2 p. m. on.
dogs has been found -mike :profit; and Mr. and Mrs. Truman Tarsier attend but do not have way of Thursday led by Mrs. Nesbitt.
s
able.
had as their visitors over the conveyance are asked to call numEveryone cordially invited to all
o
week-end relatives from Missouri ber 225, and conveyance to and these services. s
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s
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°
o-IT. --S. and Great Britain reiFE"
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.Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hurt and Mr. • The pastOr is happy to announce
tentative -agreement on
barter
that . Pastor C. D.' Cole of Plant
and
Mrs.
William
Hurt
were
Sunterms for cotton 'and crude rubCrty, Fla., will speak in our pray4,___.V. Havens, Minister
ber . . . Steel operations register - day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.- er
meeting service
Wednesday
"Children's Day." will b.- obEarly
Youngblood
and
family.
night, June 7. Let us give this served oon the
sharp 'gain- as result of coal mines'
First Christian
reopening an
recent steel price 1 Mr. and Mrs. Henry Black and,good man of Ged a splendid 'rar- Church, next Seeaey. . At 9:30,
'War . . .. -Ford _Motor Company .Mr. and Mrs. Charley tloys were ing on this occasion.
Sunday
morning, the
Sunday
All are always invited to all of School will Make a
hies
.indicated loss of 519.264 661 1 Sunday guests, ef.. Mr. and Mrs.
Children's• Day
' Dwight Osbropoind family.,of near our services.
contribution for missions-.
•
-.farmingtotoosCarroll 'Hubbard. Pastor
"The Child In -Our Midsts," Will
-. Tazs„If6unsktoodolett -.Sunday for
be the wren:in-Subject of the
lie- to-.ansrept
a job there.
ister, A. V. Havens, at the Sun.our&
hfre C. W. Adams at- IN MEMORY OF MRS. R. L. RAY day -morning
tworship -service,
•
,, tended
singing near Bardwell
which will begin at 10:45.
firer-Windstorm, Autrae6- Spaday. They reported a nice Six years- ago this fourth of June,
A special Chikiren's Day proGrandmother.
gram will be presented by the
bility, Compe
Len,
.1-time.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley allekland We were all last assembled to- children's division et the Sunday
. Heal
.,
lowere Sunday difmer guests of - gether.
School, at the Sunday night church
merit
Mr.- and Mrs. Bennie Finney and With hearts a joy and a feast be- service, beginning at 7:30. An offore us..
family. Afternoon callers included
fering for missions will be reMr. and Mrs. Fred Kirkland, Mar- We celebrated your fifty-second ceived.,
--birthday.
The LChriatian Endeavor Societha Sue. Evelyn Lue and Francis
.
ties will meet at 6:30 Sunday- evImogene. Taz Youngblood. Mrs.
WE WRITE BONDS
ening.
The'
fourths
next
of
two
'June,
Dillard Finney. Mrs. Martha AdThe .Mid-Week Meeting will be
Phone 159—Murray, K. ams and Robert-K. T, Dido
Grandmother,
held Wednesday night at 7;30.
We failed to be together.
The second annual Vacation
Then, the following November_
God took you from earth forever. Church School will begin next
Monday morning. June 5. at 8:30.
We loved you dearly Grandmother::'The '•sctipot will continue from
will eome to your home every day through
But Coed surely loved you better. -8:30 until 11:30, every morning
THE CHRISTIAN .SCIENCE MONITOR
No other.one could fill your place. except Saturdays, for three- weeks.
Complete announcement will be
In God's beautiful palace
Au International Dash, Newspit•er
of
•
found elsewhere in this
..s. paper7
Heaven. .
it records for you„,the world's clean. constructive doings. The Monitor

'Mr. and Mrs. L' W. Cosby were
Sunday diener guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank - Kuykendall.
• Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Paschall,
Jr.. and
baby visited relatives
near Hazel recently 'and have returned to their home in Catege
Grove._ TennMr_ and Mrs.. Paul Daley have
moved from . Puryear to make
their home in Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Myers were
Sunday dinner guests in the home
of their daughter, Mrs. h. A. Farris. and Mr. Farris.
-Uncle Rube" Chrisman and
wife have, returned home from a
eeveral days' visit in the homes
ble and Mrs. t. F. Page and
ud -Orr.
.
Mrs. Donnie Moore visited relatives on Route 2 last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars and
daughter. Miss Inez, shopped in
Hazel Tuesday.
Mr. and
E. A. Moore were
recent visitors in Murray.
•
Mrs. Stanley Hendrix of CorOsage. - Me., spent 'several days
visiting with her sister, Mrs. Lela
Shrader, last week.
"Uncle" Joe Wilson is improved
after being rior so well. nr.__bhrailer of-Paducah- is
visiting relatives on this, Route.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris were
Sunday guests of her sister, Mrs.
Chesley Farris, who is
Mr. and Mrs: Frank Kuykendall
visited in the home of Claud Orr
and Mrs. Orr one day recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Thompn
have returned from a business visit in Mississippi.
Inez Shrader, of Paris, was the
week-end guest of home people on
this route.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cosby, Mr.
end *Mrs. Will ,Wilson and daughter, Opal, attended the funeral
of of.' D. Tyler at Burnett's Chapel
Monday' week.
A family reunion was held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Culpepper Sunday. May 21. being
the- home of the late G. W. and
Mrs. Thompson.
Their children
and grandchildren were guests.
Present 'were Mrs. Stanley Hendrix and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.

\ga

Around Paschall
School

"tr.-and-

t

•
•
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Lon Shrader, Inez Shrader, Mr.
and Mrs. Onis Thompson, J. W.
Thompson and wifeOlCarl Key and
family. Por ter and Marshall
Thompson and families. At the
noon hour a delicious dinner was
served. The Rev. Janes Wilford,
pastor. enjoyed the repast and in
the afternoon delivered an interesting sermon. Music and songs
were also greatly enjoyed by
those present.
A number of Hazel people went
to Berit..n Sunday to attend the
singing. .
Owen L Farris celebrated his
seventh Isirthday May 21 with a
delicious dinner at the home of
his parents, L. A. and Mrs. Farris.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shrader had
as their guests over the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Shrader,
Opal Louise and Donna B. Denham, Paducah,'Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Shrader and sons, Herman,
and, Irvin. and Mrs. Tummy Shrader and son, Gene.
•
Mrs. Bill Aden, of Murray, was
in Hazel Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Erwin, Mrs.
Tommy ' Shrader'. B u d
Myers,
Edith and Fred Hicks Myers and
Joe Ray Myers motored to Paducah Thursday for a visit with
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Irwin, Chas.
-IL-Jr- soot Verna Nell shopped in
Paris Friday.
Bomar Jones has returned to
hie 'home in Crossland after an
operation at the Mason Hospital.
He is recuperating slowly.
The Rev, K. G. Dunn filled his
regular appoinentent at Mason's
Chapel Church Sunday.
Hobson
Shrader
and family
were week-end guests of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shrader.
.Miss Hilda Fae Brandon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brandon,
and Mr. Hubert Ciao were united
in marriage Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cosby and
Miss ConnieLamb were in Paris
Monday.
.

Countians Buy
Purebred Bulls
Two Calloway farmers, Dave C.
Burkeen. Almo. and E. D. Shipley, Murray route 7, recently purchased registered Jersey sires, according to the American Jersey
Cattle Club, New York.
Burkeen bought Raleigh Eminent Lee mewl from M. D. Harrison, Farmington. and Shipley
purchased
Killingly - Owl Eon
395798 from
Hugh G. Gingles,
Kirksey.
It pays to read our Clasaffilule

BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
Holidays '
27c
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
and Holidays
33c

CARD 08.:..)11LNKfl

I want to express my solencere
thanks to our many friehdNend
relatives for their love and kind..
ness to me in my sad bereavement,Ne.
.-`s•
in the tragic death of my dear
loving husband. Jadie Tyler. 'Especially du I thank the Churchill
Funeral Home for its kindness,
and also Bro Motheral and Bro.
Eldridge for their kind words of
sympathy. I a.ppreciated the beautiful flowers and also the singers.
May the same love' and kindness
be shown all of you In you time
of sorrow is my prayer.,-His lonely wife. Mrs. Golcion Tyler.
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Famous Surgeon Dies
CHICAGO-Dr, Charles H. Mayo,
femous surgeon who teamed with
his -brother in developing the internationally known medical clinic •
in Roehatagro Minti.. died of pneumonia Friday at Mercy Hospital.
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ADULTS-Baleony, Matinee Exeopt
16c
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, Matinees, Except
21c
Sundays and Holidays

and

FRIDAY

BULLETS!
SHADY
DAMES!
A LAWLESS
OPERATION!

Toar favorite,
7'man
in ehite"sea, hoed".strong, loy••blis
young Dr.Kildar•
plunges into mystery
. and romance .. e
again! Even grander
and more exciting!
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SECRET POLICE'
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JOHN HOWARD• HEATHER ANGEL.II. B. WARNER • REGINALD
" E. E. CLIVE • LEO CARROLL • Deuces as

DENISE _see..

JAMES .000•14
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What Became of 8,000,000
POLICY PENNIES? Only three

ktedav

murd•red men and a dynamite
news-hawk knewl-roaring bullets
blasting open secrets of th• mob
making millions on penny -policy
slips!..

LEW AYRIF.S
BARRYMORE

in

MO°

LARAINE DAY' NAT PENDLETON
LANA TURNER • SAMUEL S. HINDS
L PINE CARVER • EMMA DUNN

• t2S.'"OW' eilt
\VO°

SUNDAY and MONDAY

•

Sompi•
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es 14.4..•ss
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RADIO

GEORGE RAFT
ELLEN DREW

LUCILLE BALL
AUAN LANE
DONALD MaeBRIDE

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Inuit A
WOMAN TO
BLAME FOR
EVERY MAN
IN "STIR"?

HUGH HERBERT

THE WORLD'S GOOD NEWS

_

ZaSA. Pitts

1111114
FROM KENTUCKY

Upon this particular June day, 1
Miss Williams In Parade
Our hearts are weighted with sorrn4ITHE
row.
PADUCAH-Overcast skies and
We must tread faithfully the nar- intermittent showers did not materially detract from, the beauty
row way,
And God will unite us in a near of one of the most colorful parades
in Paducah's history as°Strawberry
tomorrow.
-Written, by a granddaughter Festival queen, Miss Frances King.
Miss Frankre Williame.Murray and
Cooperative buying of purebred 13 otheratfendants led, a delegestoek has saved money for Camp. non of floats that was reminiscent
bell county Holstein owners,.
of New Orleans' Mardi Gras.,
4111.••••••••••••••••••=1....M...•.-
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Michael Whalen • Dolores Costello • Virginia Weidler • A Columbia Picture
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SATURDAY ONLY

INSURANCE

•The Chrlattan &tenet. Publishing Smartt
,
One Norway Street, Boston. Massachnsetts
Please enter my subscription to The Christian &law Monitor thr
a period of
I year 1112 00
i months .305
I months $5 00
1 MOW!. Si 00
Saturday
issue. Includibg Magazine 6441010n. 1 year 62 IS. 6 Loran 2116

tiny
pat

COMFORTABLY COOL with us this Summer. Even on the hottest days, our BIG
COOLING PLANT will be pouring in tons of COOL, CLEAN, FRESH AIR for you to
breathe and enjoy.
REMEMBER! It's Always a good show and Always COOL and COMFORTABLE in this
Theake!

Coldwater News -

does net eiparit Orlose Or •enalation
ne1U.er don It Igoe,s thee,
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